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Welcome

Welcome to 35th Conference on Applied Statistics in Ireland (CASI 2015). We are very appreciative

of the members of the Irish Statistical Association, under whose auspices the conference operates,

for choosing University College Cork to host CASI 2015. We are very pleased to host the conference

and welcome you as our guests to the Maryborough Hotel & Spa in Cork.

CASI brings together the many disciplines involved in the processing and analysis of data, which

makes for a dynamic and engaging programme of events. It is great to see so many “regulars” again

this year, whose continuing support of CASI makes it such a success. We are delighted to see a

strong representation from postgraduate students, as every discipline depends on the strength of the

young people who will continue work in the science in the years to come. The conference organisers

wish to acknowledge the support of the Irish Statistical Association for funding several bursaries to

ensure many students and career young statisticians are capable of attending CASI 2015. We would

like to sincerely thank our sponsors for their valuable support.

On a personal note, I would like especially to thank the members of the local organising committee

who helped with all the preparations required to make the conference a success. I wish to thank

everyone who agreed to chair the eight sessions, the poster judging panel and our four invited

speakers. A big thank you to all of you who have contributed talks, posters and your time in

attending CASI 2015.

I hope that you enjoy CASI 2015 and your stay in Cork.

Kathleen O’Sullivan

Chair of CASI 2015

CASI 2015 Organising Committee

Tony Fitzgerald, Andrew Grannell

Paul Keegan, John O’Mullane
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Monday 11th May

Session 01: 14:10 – 16:00

Session Chair Tony Fitzgerald

14:10 – 15:00 John McConnell The Era of “Big Data” and “Data Science” What Does it
all Mean for Statisticians?

15:00 – 15:20 Barry James Customer Behavioural Analytics — An Industry View on Ap-
plied Statistics

15:20 – 15:40 Cóiĺın Minto Including Unclassified Individuals in Sex-Specific Life-History
Models

15:40 – 16:00 Chris Brown A Meta-Analytic Approach to Large Scale Competing Risks
Regression
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The Era of “Big Data” and “Data Science” What Does it all Mean for

Statisticians?

John McConnell

Analytical People, London, UK

Email: jmcconnell@analyticalpeople.com

Abstract: In the history of data analysis we have never known a moment like this. Big Data and Analytics

have become mainstream concepts. But with that, inevitably, comes hype and misunderstanding. This

paper will review what is happening now and what is likely to happen next. Furthermore what does all this

mean for the Statistician? For example is a Data Scientist really a Statistician by another name? As usual

we need to look to the past to understand the present and the future in an area where we believe statistical

expertise is essential and which o↵ers some Statisticians the opportunity to play a more expansive role.

Introduction

The term “Big Data” has entered the public lexicon. As indeed have other associated phrases like “Data

Science” and “The Internet of Things”. “Analytics”, which has been around for a while, also has a new

lease of life, in part because of “Big Data”. This paper sets out to unpick the terms. To provide some

definitions and to discuss the implications for Statisticians and Statistics.

Figure 1: The Gartner1Hype Cycle 2014

1Copyright Gartner http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/hype-cycles/
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Methods

We review the topic based on our experience of working in Statistics and Analytics for over 25 years. We

start by exploring some formal definitions of the various terms and elaborate with practical observations

from our projects and research. We look to identify what is truly new about “Big Data” as well as how it

has evolved from other areas of activity, including “Data Mining”.

Crucially we map the role of Statistics into related definitions and practices in and around “Big Data”.

Among other references we will use the Gartner “Hype Cycle” as a tool which allows us to evaluate the

maturity of various technologies and approaches.

Discussion/conclusion

Our primary conclusions are:

• “Big Data” does represent something real but to a great extent it is another step in the growth of

the broader field of “Analytics” (and “Advanced Analytics”).

• “Big Data” is only part of the story though. “Small data” (usually generated by experiments and

research) is still as relevant as it ever was and the bulk of the data that requires analysis is somewhere

between the two in scale.

• Statistics is a key component of Data Science. Statisticians are ideally placed to take on Data

Science roles.

• All of this represents a renewed opportunity for Statistics and Statisticians to demonstrate greater

value. However it does require us to adopt some new thinking and approaches to analyse much of

the data that is collected today and will be collected in ever-increasing volumes tomorrow.
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John McConnell has been delivering Analytical Consulting Services in a broad

range of business and research areas for over 20 years. The type of projects

he is involved in range from ad-hoc analyses through to multi-user high-end,

automated, analytical solutions delivery with Statistical, Data Mining and Pre-

dictive Analytics methods and technologies. He is also a regular conference

speaker on the role of advanced analytics in the context of both business and

research.

Through the ’90s he worked for SPSS in a variety of international Profes-

sional Services delivery and management roles. Since 2000 John has been

involved in a number of ventures in Europe and North America which have

applied advanced analytical methodologies. In 2004 he co-founded Applied Insights which specialised in

the application of Advanced Digital Analytics. Applied Insights was acquired by Foviance in November

2008.

Working across industries as diverse as news publishing, retail, financial services, consumer packaged goods,

international shipping and within the public sector he has been able to develop and transfer — often cutting

edge — learning and methodologies to create innovative solutions and measurable outcomes in a variety

of fields.

John has a BSc in Mathematics, Statistics and Operational Research from the University of Manchester

Institute of Science and Technology, UK.
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Customer Behavioural Analytics — An Industry View on Applied Statistics

Barry James
1Analytics Manager (Retail Division, Bord Gais Energy, Ireland)

*Email: bjames@bordgais.ie

Abstract: Bord Gais Energy (BGE) is a Irish utility company which was recently acquired by Centrica

Plc. Formerly a state-owned company, BGE had a monopoly position in the natural gas market. European

Union legislation brought the deregulation of both the Gas and Electricity markets creating opportunity and

threats and this caused BGE to look for competitive advantages. This led, in 2010, to a focus on business

intelligence and then analytics. In industry, the term ’analytics’ is often used to describe everything from

machine learning, applied mathematics and applied statistics. Despite the di↵ering language, the concepts

and applications in industry are well aligned to the work of academics.

Introduction

The primary role of the Analytic’s team in BGE is to support evidence based decision making. Some

standard models exist including customer value segmentation and predictive churn models. These

models allow more accurate targeting of sales and marketing campaigns but also help to priortise

customer service.

With 750,000 customers, 3.5 million bills are sent each year, 6 million payments received and 4

million meter reads processed. There is no shortage of data. Snapshots of all data sources are

taken monthly for the sole use of the analytics team. This permits the refreshing of models and the

measurement of treatment e↵ects. More importantly, it permits the analytics team to perform its

secondary role of finding new insights or new ways to look at our customers.

Such insights have in the past involved geo-coding addresses, using self organising maps to under-

standing customer payment patterns, creating control charts for numerous activity based alerts and

using text mining for sentiment analysis.

Analytics in BGE has avoided all black box solutions and proprietary systems. Open source tech-

nology has been embraced through the use of R Studio and Python. This has forced the team to

better understand the data and the models. The approach provides for agile and low-cost analysis

however there has been no compromise in quality.

In the last 4 years, BGE’s analytics team have helped the business embrace statistical methods.

Terminology such as “Time Series”, “Linear Regression”, “Self Organising Maps” and even “Stan-

dard Deviation” are new to most of the organisation but through perseverance and doggedness they

are now accepted and well used. The benefits of a scientific approach to understanding customer

behaviour is now becoming apparent. Business management now understand how analytics can

become a profit centre. This in turn makes it easier to seek additional resources and funding.
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Conclusion

In order to continue to add value and keep pace with business changes, the analytics team will

need to further evolve. This includes continuous professional development, allowing analysts time

to explore new tools and new data sets, providing them with access to other analysts and data

scientists whether in academia or industry. As an organisation BGE has provided the team with the

freedom to explore and be creative however with much of the low-hanging fruit having now been

picked, increased complexity is required to ensure the team stays relevant.
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Including Unclassified Individuals in Sex-Specific Life-History Models

Cóiĺın Minto⇤1, John P. Hinde2 and Rui Coelho3

1Marine and Freshwater Research Centre, GMIT, Galway, Ireland.
2School of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway, Ireland

3Centro de Ciências do Mar, Univ. Algarve, Portugal.
⇤Email: coilin.minto@gmit.ie

Abstract: Estimating sex-specific life-history models typically proceeds by fitting to individuals recorded as

male or female. Yet, for many animal species sex may not be apparent until the onset of maturation. As a

result, sex-specific life-history models are often only fit to known-sex individuals that occupy a limited region

of the fitting space. This results in biased parameter estimates. We propose an alternative approach whereby

the sex of the unclassified individuals is treated as a classification problem to be estimated simultaneously

with the sex-specific life-history models.

Introduction

Life-history models describe, among other processes, how an animal grows and matures. These are

fundamental to understanding the physiology and ecology of an animal. Modelling these processes

has a long and productive history in natural resource management (Quinn and Deriso, 1999) and

commonly applied models describe the age-length and maturity-age-length relationships.

Females and males often di↵er in their growth and maturation rates. Extant approaches to fitting

sex-specific growth models focus on known-sex individuals often excluding immature animals. Fits

of this type are thus reliant on the sub-space occupied by classified mature animals. Worse, when

fitting maturity models the juvenile animals are often used twice - once for the female and once for

the male relationships.

As opposed to omitting immature individuals or using them twice when fitting sex-specific life-history

models, we propose here that the sex of the unclassified individuals be treated as a classification

problem to be estimated simultaneously with the model of interest.

Our objectives are to: (1) develop a partially-classified multivariate finite mixture model for including

immature individuals in sex-specific life-history models; (2) develop an accompanying expectation-

maximization (EM) fitting algorithm (Dempster, Laird and Rubin, 1977); (3) test the performance

of the method relative to the extant approach; and (4) fit to two deepwater shark species where

known sexes of immature and mature individuals provide a useful real data test of performance.
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Methods

We focus on a partially-classified finite-mixture model where the joint density of the unclassified

observations in length and maturity space given age a is given by:

f(l, m|a, ) = ⇡⇡f⇡(l|a, ✓⇡)g⇡(m|a,�⇡) +

⇡⇢f⇢(l|a, ✓⇢)g⇢(m|a,�⇢),

where: ✓⇡ is a vector of parameters for the female growth probability density f⇡; �⇡ is a vector

of parameters for the female maturation probability mass function g⇡; ⇡⇡ is the mixing proportion,

which is the probability that the sex is female.

We set up an Expectation-Maximization algorithm to estimate the parameters of the mixture where

the probability of an observation being female given length and maturity is derived from conditional

expectation using Bayes’ theorem.

We test the performance of the method on both simulations and two valuable real datasets from

deepwater lantern shark species: Etmopterus spinax and Etmopterus pusillus, which are found o↵

the south and southwestern coasts of Portugal.

Results and Conclusion

Simulation results show that the EM-algorithm considerably outperforms the standard approach of

excluding immature animals when fitting growth curves (Figure 1). For maturation, the algorithm is

in early stages of development but appears to perform well highlighting the utility of a multivariate

approach. Real data fits highlight the di�culties with the extant approach in producing heavily

biased parameter values compared with the full-knowledge and mixture fits.

We conclude that the inclusion of unclassified individuals in sex-specific life-history models o↵ers

considerable benefits over their exclusion. These features have been overlooked for many ecological

datasets.

References

Dempster, A.P., Laird N.M. and Rubin, D.B. (1977). Maximum likelihood from incomplete data via

the EM algorithm. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series B (Methodological), 39, pp.

1 – 38.

Quinn II, T.J and Deriso, R.B. (1999). Quantitative Fish Dynamics.. Oxford University Press, New

York.
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Figure 1: Two example simulations. The top row shows an example of where using the EM algorithm
does not alter the estimated mean growth curve very much. The bottom row shows an example of where
the EM algorithm improves the fit via the inclusion and classification of immature animals omitted from
the Female-Male-Immature (FMI) datasets. Age values are jittered for visualization.
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A Meta-analytic Approach to Large Scale Competing Risks Regression

Chris Brown⇤1

1National Cancer Registry Ireland, Ireland
⇤Email: c.brown@ncri.ie

Abstract: In survival analysis, competing risks regression is necessary when estimating e↵ects on specific

causes. Regression implementations are computationally intensive: Kirby et. al. (2013) showed that

modelling a sample size of 100,000 can take 72 hours to compute. This paper illustrates an alternative

to their proposed sampling strategy to improve speed - dividing the complete dataset into computationally

manageable sub-groups, computing separate estimates then combining these to estimate the overall e↵ect.

This is illustrated with an 80,000 case simulation, and shows that sub-groups of 4,000 reduce computation

from 3 hours to less than 2 minutes without substantial loss in accuracy.

Introduction

The National Cancer Registry contains detailed records on all tumours diagnosed in Ireland since

1994. There are currently over 500,000 records in the registry. Competing risks regression (Fine

and Gray 1999) is often required to analyse e↵ects of variables on cumulative incidence of cancer-

specific death. Conducting a competing risk analysis on the complete registry is not computationally

feasible.

Methods

Competing risk data was simulated using the method of Beyersman et al. (2009). Configuration

included 1 covariate and 2 event types, resulting in a sub-distribution hazard ratio (SHR) for cause

A = 2.745. A dataset with 80,000 cases was simulated and systematically divided into sub-groups

of sizes 1,000 to 20,000. Estimates were pooled using inverse-variance weighting and compared

with that observed in the complete data. PSHREG (Kohl et al. 2014) in SAS was used to for all

estimates.

Results

The SHR estimated on the complete dataset was 2.274, 95% CI (2.656, 2.838) in 178 minutes.

All pooled sub-group estimates (Figure 1) were within 0.45% of SHR based on complete data

(coe�cient: 0.45%, standard error: 0.01%). In this scenario, time to compute was shortest (79

seconds) with 20 groups of 4,000 cases, which was 135 times faster than the analysis on the complete

dataset. This pooled estimate matched those from complete data to 2 decimal places 2.272, 95%

CI (2.653, 2.835).
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Figure 1: Performance of pooled estimates for various sub-group sizes

Conclusion

Dividing a large dataset into sub-groups enabled drastically improved computation time. There was

less than 0.5% error in all estimates. In this simulation, time to compute increased for subgroups

larger than 4,000. The optimal number of sub-groups depends on observed rates of events, compet-

ing risks and censoring, as well as computing hardware. The largest feasible sub-group size should

be selected.

References

Beyersmann, Jan, Aurlien Latouche, Anika Buchholz, and Martin Schumacher. (2009). Simulat-

ing Competing Risks Data in Survival Analysis. Statistics in Medicine, 28,(6) pp. 956 – 71.

Fine, Jason P., and Robert J. Gray (1999). A Proportional Hazards Model for the Subdistribution of

a Competing Risk. Journal of the American Statistical Association, 94,(446) pp. 496 – 509.

Kirby, Katharine, Deborah Barnes, and W. John Boscardin. (2013). Competing Risk Regression: Big

Data Issues from Modest Sample Sizes. Western Users of SAS Software (WUSS) meeting. Las Ve-

gas, Nevada.

Kohl, Maria, Max Plischke, Karen Le↵ondr, and Georg Heinze. (2014). PSHREG: A SAS Macro for

Proportional and Nonproportional Subdistribution Hazards Regression. Computer Methods and Pro-

grams in Biomedicine, 118,(2) pp. 218 – 33.
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A Multivariate Diversity-Interactions Model for Testing the E↵ects of

Biodiversity on Ecosystem Multifunctionality

Caroline Brophy⇤1, Áine Dooley1, Forest Isbell2, Laura Kirwan3, John Connolly4 and John A. Finn5

1Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Maynooth University, Ireland
2Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior, University of Minnesota, USA

3UCD Institute of Food and Health, University College Dublin, Ireland
4School of Mathematical Sciences, Ecological and Environmental Modelling Group, University

College Dublin, Ireland
5Teagasc, Environment Research Centre, Ireland

⇤Email: caroline.brophy@nuim.ie

Abstract: We propose a Multivariate Diversity-Interactions modelling framework to analyse multiple

ecosystem functions, (outputs of an ecosystem). The relative abundances of the species in the ecosys-

tem, which vary around the n-dimensional simplex space, are the model predictors. The framework can

test the relative importance of species across ecosystem functions and identify regions of the covariate

space where trade-o↵s occur among ecosystem functions. We apply it to data from a grassland biodiversity

experiment.

Introduction

Biodiversity losses have been shown to substantially reduce ecosystem outputs (called ecosystem

functions in ecology) such as biomass in a grassland ecosystem. Some recent studies have anal-

ysed the relationship between biodiversity and multiple ecosystem functions (multifunctionality) (see

Byrnes et al. 2014 for a review) but the analytical approaches used in these studies have resulted

in loss of information through reductions in the multivariate nature of the data. Here we propose

extending the Diversity-Interactions model (Kirwan et al. 2009) to a multivariate framework for

modelling the biodiversity and ecosystem multifunctionality relationship.

Methods

The Multivariate Diversity-Interactions model for k ecosystem functions is

Y = X� + ✏, with ✏ ⇠ MVN(0, ⌃)

and the equation for the k

th ecosystem function is of the form:
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where P

i

is the relative abundance of the i

th (of s) species and A is a manipulated treatment.

The model can simultaneously assess the e↵ects of species relative abundances, interactions and

manipulated treatments, and test their relative importance across multiple ecosystem functions to

identify regions of the covariate space where all functions perform well and where trade-o↵s occur

among functions. Maximising the estimated model can also identify the set of species and relative

abundances that give the best response for each individual ecosystem function and allow comparisons

to be made between the maximal regions for each ecosystem function.

We applied the methodology to a four-species grassland biodiversity experiment in which three

ecosystem functions were recorded. The sowing density (high or low) and species’ relative abun-

dances were manipulated giving an evenness (E) metric for each community type that ranged from

E = 0 for the least even community (one species on its own) to E = 1 for the most even community

(all species equally present).

Results

When species were sown on their own (E = 0), we found trade-o↵s among functions with high

variability in performance across the three ecosystem functions. As evenness (our measure of biodi-

versity) increased, performance was higher and variability among the functions decreased. The set

of relative abundances that maximised each ecosystem function varied considerably across functions

although there were conditions where all species performed above certain thresholds of interest.

Conclusion and Discussion

Our framework is a useful tool in the analysis of biodiversity and ecosystem multifunctionality that

consolidates the strengths and provides several advances on the previous analytical methods used in

this area. It can aid ecosystem management decisions when promoting several ecosystem functions

simultaneously is desired.

References

Byrnes, J.E.K. et al. (2014). Investigating the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem multi-

functionality: challenges and solutions. Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 5, pp. 111 – 124.

Kirwan, L. et al. (2009). Diversity-interaction modeling: estimating contributions of species identities

and interactions to ecosystem function. Ecology, 90, pp. 2032 – 2038.
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Uncertainty And Probabilistic Methods In Multi-Criteria Decision

Analysis

Shane Ó Meachair1, Cathal Walsh1,2

1 Centre for Health Decision Science, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
2 Department of Mathematics and Statistics University of Limerick

Introduction

Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is a collection of techniques for choosing optimal decisions

when two or more criteria need to be taken into account in the decision process. Most MCDA

techniques require the specification of a number of parameters; criteria weights, utility functions or

indi↵erence thresholds. We wish to account for the uncertainty in these parameters which may arise

due to the fuzzy nature of the Decision Maker’s preferences, conflicting opinions between a group

of decision makers or population group, or the abstract nature of the parameters.

Methods

We implement some standard MCDA models from a Bayesian perspective where parameters come

from posterior probability distributions representing the combination of available knowledge on the

parameters. Such knowledge can come from empirical data, expert elicitation, survey data, decision-

making committees, or some combination of these.

Results

Depending on the method used, the end result is either a benefit function which quantifies the

uncertainty in the benefit score for each action, or a rankogram which depicts the uncertainty in the

ranking of actions.

Conclusions

Knowledge about this uncertainty allows decision makers to make more informed decisions. A

decision action may be clear when uncertainty is su�ciently low, or it may be necessary to request

more information or to refine the decision formulation if uncertainty is high, potentially leading to

improved decision-making.
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Figure 1: Posterior distributions of priorities for three treatments compared using probabilistic Ana-
lytic Hierarchy Process

Figure 2: Posterior distributions of ranks for three treatments compared using Stochastic
PROMETHEE
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Justification for the Plug-in Approach in Decision Problems

Donnacha Bolger⇤1 and Brett Houlding1

1 Statistics Department, Trinity College Dublin.
⇤Email: bolgerdo@tcd.ie

Abstract: A decision maker (DM) often has access to many information sources, as well as her own opinion

about the relevant quantity of interest, when making a decision in the face of uncertainty. We propose a

dynamic method permitting twofold learning for DMs over time: updating their own opinions in light of

return witnessed (in a Bayesian manner), and also modifying the degree of reliability they attach to the

information sources they consider. We discuss attractive Bayesian and coherency properties this method

obeys, and justify its implementation by use of simulated data and a collection of real data sets.

Introduction

In non-trivially settings, when DMs make decisions they do so in the face of uncertainty. It seems

intuitive that a relationship exists between the accuracy of an opinion that a DM holds and the

satisfaction that she associates with the return resulting from the decision which she makes using

this opinion. We conjecture that as information quality increases the corresponding decision quality

should increase also. We consider n non-competing individuals, P1, . . . , Pn

who are considered as

neighbours, in that their respective decision tasks involve the same uncertain parameter, ✓. We

suggest that, to increase their knowledge pool, each P

i

should share her opinion, f

i

(✓), over ✓ with

her neighbours, receive theirs in turn, and make her decision using a combined belief, ˆ

f

i

(✓). Genest

& Zidek (1986) provides extensive debate on forms by which this can be done, and we choose an

additive linear pooling for ease of interpretation, simplicity, and in stick with common practice, i.e.,

ˆ

f

i

(✓) = ↵

i,1f1(✓) + . . . + ↵

i,n

f

n

(✓) (1)

Here ↵
i,j

is the weight a↵orded by P

i

to P

j

. Weights are non-negative and sum to one, and initially

assumed to be equal. Once returns are witnessed DMs will want to augment these to give higher

weights to neighbours they consider reliable. We introduce the Plug-in (PI) weight, w

j

, for each

P

j

, revealing the density she placed on the witnessed return, r, prior to seeing it occur

w

j

=

Z

⇥

f(R = r|✓)f
j

(✓) d✓ (2)

Updating from ↵

i,j

to ↵

⇤
i,j

is then performed via the following rule, which takes past, as well as

present, reliability into account, and is unique in ensuring adherence to the Bayesian paridigm and

exchangeability.

↵

⇤
i,j

/ w

j

↵

i,j

(3)
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Results & Conclusions

We compared the performance of PI approach to two alternatives, the Equal Weights (EQ) method

(equal weights at all epochs) and the Most Reliable (MR) method (a weight of one to the DM

deemed most reliable). Testing was conducted on simulated and real data, with the latter coming

from Cooke & Goossens (2008). As shown in Figure 1, PI performance grew increasingly dominant

as the number of DMs and/or returns increased, i.e., as learning occurred. We argue, from our

investigation, that there is merit to a rational DM in using the PI approach in her decision task.

Figure 1: Black squares, black triangles, and unfilled squares respectively denote dominance for the
PI, EQ and MR approaches, based on 5,000 simulations.
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Dynamic Network Construction for High-Dimensional Time Course Gene

Expression Data

Michelle Carey⇤1 and Hulin Wu1
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Introduction

The immune response to viral infection is a dynamic process, which is regulated by an intricate

network of many genes and their products. Understanding the dynamics of this network will infer

the mechanisms involved in regulating the influenza infection and hence aid the development of

antiviral treatments and preventive vaccines. There has been an abundance of literature regarding

dynamic network construction, e.g., Hecker (2009), Lu (2011) and Wu (2013). In this paper, we

propose a new pipeline for dynamic network construction for high-dimensional time course gene

expression data. This pipeline allows us to discern the fundamental underlying biological processes

and their dynamic features at genetic level.

Methods

The pipeline includes the following five steps: pre-process the probe level data, detect the dynamic

response genes (DRGs) using function data analysis (FDA) techniques, cluster these DRGs into

temporal gene response modules (GRMs), construct the high-dimensional gene regulation networks

(GRNs) that determine the interactions between these GRMs and finally retrieve the functional

enrichment analysis of the genes contained in the GRMs. Novel statistical methods have been

developed for the implementation of this new pipeline, which include a new framework for the

selection of the smoothing parameter, a new clustering approach and a new method for model

selection for high-dimensional ODEs. We illustrate the pipeline and the proposed methods using

genome-wide time course gene expression data obtained from human subjects challenged by influenza

viruses.

Results and Conclusion

The proposed pipeline produces a large number of modules, which contain single genes or only a few

genes, some modules that contain many genes, and very few modules that contain allot of genes.

The large-sized modules contain genes that perform various fundamental biological functions, which

are common across subjects and exhibit simple temporal responses to the influenza virus. While the

single-gene and small-sized modules contain genes that perform either di↵erent or similar biological
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functions, which exhibit complex temporal responses to the virus and are unique to each subject.

Additionally, the size of the temporal gene response modules for the influenza human challenge study

is consistent with a power-law distribution. Interestingly, the estimates of the critical exponent of the

power-law distribution for the temporal gene response modules are very consistent (approximately

1.6) across all subjects, which demonstrates the “universality” of the underlying biological processes

that generated these modules. Similar observations have been made for various self-organised critical

systems (Sornette, 2004). Furthermore, the pipeline identifies some genes that have a influential

role in the response to the influenza viruses across many subjects. While most of these genes confirm

previous findings, others are new findings, which warrant further experimental validation.
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Essential Ideas of Causal Inference in Experiments and in Observational

Studies

Donald Rubin

Department of Statistics, Harvard University, USA

Email: rubin@stat.harvard.edu

Abstract: There are several essential concepts for casual inference in randomized experiments and

observational studies. These concepts were formulated only recently, in the twentieth century, and

are important to keep in mind when trying to understand the casual e↵ects of past interventions or

new proposed interventions. Some historical connections will be emphasized, and the reasons for

the inapposite focus on regression based methods for casual inference will be discussed.

Donald B. Rubin is John L. Loeb Professor of Statistics, Harvard University,

where he has been professor since 1983, and Department Chair for 13 of those

years. He has been elected to be a Fellow/Member/Honorary Member of:

the Woodrow Wilson Society, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation,

Alexander von Humbolt Foundation, American Statistical Association, Insti-

tute of Mathematical Statistics, International Statistical Institute, American

Association for the Advancement of Science, American Academy of Arts and

Sciences, European Association of Methodology, British Academy, and the

U.S. National Academy of Sciences.

He has authored/coauthored nearly 400 publications (including ten books), has

four joint patents, and has made important contributions to statistical theory and methodology, particularly

in causal inference, design and analysis of experiments and sample surveys, treatment of missing data, and

Bayesian data analysis. Among his other awards and honors, Professor Rubin has received the Samuel

S. Wilks Medal from the American Statistical Association, the Parzen Prize for Statistical Innovation,

the Fisher Lectureship, and the George W. Snedecor Award of the Committee of Presidents of Statistical

Societies. He was named Statistician of the Year, American Statistical Association, Boston and Chicago

Chapters.

He has served on the editorial boards of many journals, including: Journal of Educational Statistics, Journal

of American Statistical Association, Biometrika, Survey Methodology, and Statistica Sinica. Professor

Rubin has been, for many years, one of the most highly cited authors in mathematics in the world (ISI

Science Watch), as well as in economics (Highly Cited Economists), with nearly 160,000 citations by

autumn 2014, with over 16,000 in 2013 (according to Google Scholar).

For decades he has given keynote lectures and short courses in the Americas, Europe, and Asia. He has also

received honorary doctorate degrees from Otto Friedrich University, Bamberg, Germany; the University of

Ljubljana, Slovenia, and Universidad Santo Tomás, Bogotá, Colombia; as well as honorary professorships
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from University of Utrecht, The Netherlands; Nanjing University of Science & Technology, Nanjing, China;

Xian University of Technology, Xian, China; and Shanghai Finance University, Shanghai, China.
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Approximations to the p-values of Tests for a Change-point

Gabrielle E. Kelly
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Email: gabrielle.kelly@ucd.ie

Abstract: Three test statistics for a change-point in a linear model: the sup-LR statistic; a weighted

average of the exponential of LR-statistics and a weighted average of LR-statistics, are studied. Critical

values for the statistics with time trend regressors, obtained via simulation, vary considerably, depending on

conditions on the error terms. The performance of the bootstrap in approximating p-values of the distribu-

tions is assessed in a simulation study. An approximation to asymptotic analytical expressions, extending

those of Kim and Siegmund (1989), in the case of the sup-LR test is also assessed.

Introduction

In the change-point problem for a linear model the point at which the change occurs is allowed

to vary and the sup-likelihood ratio (LR) statistic (or sup-F), which is the sup of LR statistics at

each possible change-point, is often used to test for a change-point. Andrews and Ploberger (1994)

show the classical optimality properties of these tests do not hold for change-point problems. They

proposed three test statistics based on some optimality properties as well as their having a Bayesian

formulation: the sup-F statistic; a weighted average of the exponential of the F-statistics ’Exp’ and

a weighted average of F-statistics ’Ave’. Here the bootstrap is used to approximate the p-value of

these three test statistics (under H0 no change), with F replaced by LR, in a simulation study. An

analytic p-value, extending that of Kim and Siegmund (1989), is also considered for the sup-LR test.

Details of this may be found in Kelly (2015) together with some numerical examples.

Methods and Results

Gaussian data were generated from a linear regression model with di↵erent covariance structures.

For each data configuration, 200 simulations were performed. Then, for example, for the sup-LR

statistic, a linear regression was fit to the data assuming AR(1) errors and the observed value of

the statistic calculated. Fitted values were obtained. The marginal residuals were calculated. These

were resampled, recursive residuals computed and a bootstrap sample obtained by adding these

residuals to the fitted values. The sup-LR statistic was calculated from the bootstrap sample. The

resampling was repeated 500 times and a bootstrap percentile obtained based on the 500 values.

It was then recorded if the observed statistic exceeded this percentile. The proportion of times this

occurred in 200 simulations is the bootstrap p-value. In a separate simulation study, critical values

of the test statistics were obtained and seen to vary considerably depending on conditions on the

errors, making tabulation di�cult. Selected results are displayed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Approximations to the p-value of the sup-LR, exp(LR) and ave(LR) statistics using
the bootstrap for y

i

= x

i

+ u

i

, i = 1, . . . ,m, u

i

⇠ AR(1) with autocorrelation parameter ⇢,
x

i

= i/m and m=40.

True probability Bootstrap p-value Analytical p-value
sup-LR exp(LR) ave(LR) sup-LR

⇢ = 0.0 change in variance also
0.10 0.08 0.085 0.08 0.115
0.05 0.05 0.045 0.045 0.054
0.01 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.010
⇢ = 0.4 change in variance also
0.10 0.096 0.086 0.082 0.121
0.05 0.041 0.038 0.048 0.057
0.01 0.014 0.014 0.010 0.011

Conclusion

This was a relatively small simulation study because it was computationally intensive. For the cases

of non i.i.d errors considered the bootstrap p-values tended to underestimate the true probability.

This could be due to non-convergence of some iterations because of poor starting values that were

not possible to automate well. Methods for obtaining bootstrap p-values that are computationally

not too intensive require further research. Analytical approximations therefore continue to be useful.
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Avoiding Type 0 Errors

Patricia Gunning⇤1, Alberto Alvarez-Iglesias1 and John Newell1,2

1HRB Clinical Research Facility, NUI Galway, Ireland
2School of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway, Ireland

⇤Email: patricia.gunning@nuigalway.ie

Abstract: A time consuming part of statistical analysis is building analysis datasets for use in statistical

procedures. Whether it is recoding input values, deriving new variables, restructuring datasets or combining

data from multiple data sources, the work to create an analysis data set can be complex. This presentation

will take a historical tour of data transformation techniques used to create analysis datasets, from simple

operations to more sophisticated techniques required for complex problems.

Introduction

Statisticians are responsible for statistical aspects of studies including study design, analysis planning

and scheduling, analysis and interpretation of data and reporting of results. However, before any of

these tasks can be performed, data must be collected and stored. Data arrives to the statistician

from many sources in di↵erent formats. For example, in clinical trials, data to be analysed are often

stored in a database system with complex data structure often logically organised from the point of

view of data management or IT but not necessarily from the view point of statistical analysis. These

data as they exist are rarely, if ever, fit for analysis in a ready rectangular shaped state. In addition,

these raw data are often untidy and poorly formatted. As data are the foundation of any research

study, any errors at the collection and capture stage may have far reaching consequences, rendering

the results of an analysis invalid and misleading. Catching this pre-analysis Type 0 error is critical.

Collaborating statisticians should have the ability to conceptualise, programme, maintain and execute

appropriate transformations of raw data creating valid data sets for analysis based on complex, multi-

sourced linked data sets. Of all the steps in the statistical inference process, the performance of this

important initial step is usually not given the attention it deserves. The skills needed are usually

picked up on the job in an ad hoc manner. The provision of a specialised course designed to

familiarise participants with the skills required is needed.

Discussion

This presentation will take a journey through data transformation techniques from brute force ap-

proaches to recently developed dedicated packages in R, a powerful open-source statistical software.

For example, the dplyr package by Wickham and Francois contains many data transformation com-

mands. These commands become even more powerful when multiple simple steps are connected

to achieve a complex result. The dplyr and other packages will be illustrated using novel examples
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showing the powerful and elegant functionality o↵ered by R.
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Abstract: Fully Conditional Specification (FCS) or chained equations is a popular procedure for performing

multiple imputation under the Missing at Random (MAR) assumption. However, e↵orts to use the FCS

procedure to conduct sensitivity analyses to departures from MAR have been hindered by the lack of

a principled approach for handling data that are Missing Not at Random (MNAR). Assuming that the

joint distribution of the substantive variables and their missingness indicators follows a loglinear model, we

demonstrate how the standard FCS procedure can be extended to impute under general MNAR missingness

mechanisms. We examine the finite-sample properties of this extended procedure in a range of simulation

studies and place our results in context with recent work on the theoretical properties of the standard FCS

procedure.

Introduction

Fully Conditional Specification (FCS) or chained equations is a popular procedure for performing

multiple imputation under the Missing at Random (MAR) assumption. FCS is an iterative procedure

that requires specification of a univariate imputation model for each incomplete variable conditional

on all remaining substantive variables (van Buuren, 2007). In general, the FCS imputation distribu-

tion will not coincide with the imputation distribution of any well-defined Bayesian joint model for

the partially and fully observed substantive variables. Recent work by Liu et al. (2014) and Hughes

et al. (2014) provides su�cient conditions for asymptotic and finite-sample equivalence of these

imputation distributions, respectively.

Unlike the joint modelling approach, FCS has lacked a principled approach for imputing data under

general missing not at random (MNAR) missingness mechanisms, hindering the the conduct of

sensitivity analyses to departures from MAR. While some authors, (e.g. van Buuren et al., 1999),

have attempted to perform sensitivity analyses by introducing o↵sets to the linear predictors of the

univariate imputation models, ignoring the missingness indicators, the assumptions underlying such

an approach can often be unclear.

Proposed procedure

Suppose we partially observed data on p random variables X1, ..., Xp

. Let R

k

= 1 if X

k

is observed

and R

k

= 0 if X

k

is missing, k = 1, 2, ..., p.
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We first specify a joint loglinear model for [X1, ..., Xp

, R1, ..., Rp

] in which certain parameters may

be unidentified. From this model, we derive the univariate imputation models

[X

k

|X1, ..., Xk�1, Xk+1, ..., Xp

, R1, ..., Rp

]

k = 1, 2, ..., p: in this setting, each univariate imputation model will be a logistic or multinomial

logistic regression. In consultation with a subject expert, we specify values for the unidentified

sensitivity parameters, i.e. the coe�cients of X

k

on R

k

. We then create multiple imputed datasets

using the FCS procedure, obtaining point estimates and standard errors for the parameters of interest

using Rubin’s Rules.

Results

We explored the performance of the proposed procedure in a number of simulation studies. The

procedure yielded unbiased estimates of the parameters of interest with good coverage properties

when the univariate imputation models were correctly specified or larger than necessary and the true

values of any sensitivity parameters were known.

Discussion

The proposed FCS procedure has the potential to make sensitivity analyses to departures from MAR

accessible to applied researchers across a wide range of fields. Extensions to handle mixtures of

categorical, continuous and count variables are forthcoming.
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Pre-processing for Gibbs Random Fields

Aidan Boland⇤1 and Nial Friel1

1 Insight Centre for Data Analytics and

School of Mathematical Sciences (UCD, Ireland)
⇤Email: aidan.boland@ucdconnect.ie

Abstract: Gibbs Random Fields (GRF’s) are a class of model for which the likelihood is intractable. Current

Bayesian methods for intractable likelihoods rely on the ability to sample from the likelihood function at

each iteration, however sampling can be extremely time consuming. We provide a method of analysis which

uses a finite number of samples, our results show improved estimates when time is restricted.

Introduction

There is substantial interest in the analysis of statistical models with di�cult to evaluate or in-

tractable likelihood functions. Gibbs Random Fields (GRF’s) are widely used to model complex

dependency structure jointly in graphical models in areas including spatial statistics and network

analysis. The likelihood for an GRF takes the form, f(y|✓) = q

✓

(y)/Z(✓), where Z(✓), the normal-

ising constant, is a summation over all possible realisations of the data y which is intractable for

almost all cases. Methods such as the Exchange Algorithm and Approximate Bayesian Computation

(ABC) overcome the intractability by simulating from the likelihood function,which is extremely

time-consuming for large GRF’s. Moores et al. (2015) reduce the computational burden of by pre-

computing samples from the likelihood function at a fixed set of parameter values. Once values are

pre-computed, the algorithm can be run for many iterations at a relatively cheap cost. We improve

this idea by pre-estimating the ratio of normalising constants across a fixed set of parameter values.

These estimates can be used in an approximate Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm, and provide

substantially improved inference. We provide a result which proves that our noisy M-H algorithm

converges to the target distribution as the number of auxiliary draws increases.

Methods

A standard Metropolis Hastings algorithm updates the parameter ✓ with probability

↵ = min

✓

1,

q

✓

0
(y)h(✓

0|✓)⇡(✓

0
)

q

✓

(y)h(✓|✓0)⇡(✓)

Z(✓)

Z(✓

0
)

◆

(1),

for a GRF the ratio Z(✓)
Z(✓0) is intractable. We define a grid over the ✓ parameter space and at each

grid point simulate many times for the likelihood. In turn this allows us to estimate in (1), using

(i) importance sampling and (ii) path sampling. An approximate M-H algorithm results by replacing

the true ratio with our estimate of Z(✓)
Z(✓0) . We provide theoretical guarantee for the convergence of
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our algorithms using the theory from Alquier et.al (2014).

Results

An experiment using the single parameter Ising model shows the performance of the algorithms

for 24 binary lattices of size 80⇥80. Figure 1(a) below shows the bias in the estimated means

over the 24 di↵erent graphs for the four di↵erent algorithms, and Figure 1(b) shows an example

of the estimated total variation over time for a single graph. Smaller TV distances indicate better

agreement between sample and target distributions.
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Figure 1: (a) Bias in estimated means and (b) Total variation over time

Conclusion

The results of the simulation show the two algorithms using the approximated normalising constant

are very competitive and converge to the posterior quickly. Further research is in progress to extend

this idea beyond one dimension.
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Abstract: We propose Bayesian model averaging (BMA) as a method for post processing the results of

model-based clustering and density estimation. Given a number of competing models, appropriate model

summaries are averaged, using the posterior model probabilities, instead of being taken from a single “best”

model. We show that BMA provides a useful summary of the clustering of observations whilst taking model

uncertainty into account. Further, we show that BMA in conjunction with model-based clustering gives a

competitive method for density estimation in a multivariate setting.

Introduction

Commonly in model-based clustering, we fit a number of competing models and base the clustering

results on the best model. This ignores the uncertainty that arises from model selection. BMA allows

for combination of clustering results across multiple models, thus accounting for model uncertainty.

We also show that BMA gives good results in density estimation and compare MISE and Kullback-

Leibler divergence for our method versus model-based density estimation using a single model and

a kernel smoothing method.

Methods

The most common approach is to choose the best-fitting model according to some criterion such

as BIC and to base clustering on this model.

Instead, we propose using BMA, suggested in Raftery (1995), to combine results across multiple

models. This technique gives a weighted average of the posterior probabilities of group membership.

We use an approximation of the posterior model probabilities based on the BIC criterion to determine

the weights.

We can say that for a list of candidate models M1, . . . ,Mm

P(M

k

|D) '
exp(

1
2BIC

k

)

P

K

j=1 exp(

1
2BIC

j

)

. (1)
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We propose using a similarity matrix representing the probability that pairs of observations belong

to the same cluster, a quantity that is consistent across all models, when implementing BMA for

model-based clustering. We can construct the similarity matrix S

k from the cluster membership

matrix Z

k for each model M

k

as follows

S

k

ij

=

(

(Z

k

(Z

k

)

|
)

ij

, i 6= j

1 , i = j

The fitted mixture model, produced during model-based clustering, provides an overall density esti-

mate for the data generation process. Density estimation using model-based clustering is competitive

with standard approaches like kernel density estimation. (See Roeder and Wasserman (1997) and

Fraley and Raftery (2002)).

We propose averaging across the density estimates for each model using the posterior model prob-

abilities from Equation 1. So, given model based density estimates ˆ

f

Mk
(x), we have

ˆ

f

BMA

(x) =

K

X

k=1

P{M
k

| Data } ˆ

f

Mk
(x).

We can compare ˆ

f

BMA

with the estimate from the model with the highest value of BIC as well as

with current kernel smoothing methods.

Discussion

We propose a method for Bayesian model averaging in model based clustering and density estimation

problems. BMA accounts for model uncertainty by giving weight to all possible fitted models. We

demonstrate this on a number of datasets.
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Cryptographically Secure Multiparty Evaluation of System Reliability

Louis J. M. Aslett

Department of Statistics, University of Oxford, UK

Email: louis.aslett@stats.ox.ac.uk

Abstract: The precise design of an engineered system may be considered a trade secret, whilst at the

same time component manufacturers are sometimes reluctant to release full test data. In this situation it

seems impractical to produce an accurate reliability assessment and satisfy all parties’ privacy requirements.

However, we present recent developments in cryptography which, when combined with recent reliability

theory, allows almost total privacy to be maintained. Thus, the system designer does not have to reveal

their trade secret design and the manufacturer can retain component test data in-house.

Introduction

A standard part of developing any critical system is a thorough assessment of the reliability charac-

teristics. This involves a careful assessment of the reliability of the components which will comprise

the system and propagation of the uncertainty in these estimates to an assessment of the reliability

of the whole system.

A common impediment to the above best practice is commercial privacy concerns: the system

designer will typically consider the exact design of their system to be a trade secret, while component

manufacturers are frequently reluctant to make full test data on their components available, often

preferring to give summary statistics such as mean time to failure or other similarly suboptimal

measures of reliability. Achieving a full and frank assessment of overall system reliability while

respecting such privacy concerns appears to present a significant challenge.

Recent work in the cryptography literature has been shown to hold substantial promise in achieving

privacy preserving statistical analyses (Aslett et al. 2015a for example showing encrypted classifica-

tion). Specifically, so-called fully homomorphic encryption schemes enable restricted computation

to be performed on data contained within cipher texts without explicitly decrypting the data first.

Method

The standard methods of computing system reliability cannot be evaluated in the restricted frame-

work of homomorphic encryption schemes. However, Aslett et al. (2014) showed how the recently

developed survival signature (Coolen and Coolen-Maturi, 2012) can be used to provide a non-

parametric posterior predictive survival probability for a system with K di↵erent types of component
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in the form:
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where m

k

are the number of components of type k; �(·) is the survival signature of the system;

C

k

t

is the random variable for the number of components of type k surviving to time t in a new

system; p

k

t

is the probability a single component of type k survives to time t; and s

k

t

is a minimal

su�cient statistic based on component test data. The crucial point is that (1) can be viewed

as a homogeneous polynomial in the survival signature and individual posterior predictive survival

probabilities for each component.

It will be shown how existing homomorphic encryption techniques can evaluate homogeneous poly-

nomials of modest order and a protocol for this reliability problem provided. An easy-to-use R

implementation will be discussed (Aslett, 2015b).

Conclusion

Almost complete security can be provided for all parties using the methods of this talk. The only

information revealed to manufacturers about the system is: a weak impression of overall system

size; and the number of that manufacturer’s components which will be in the system. The former

seems unimportant in many practical situations and the latter will presumably be unsurprising to

the manufacturer given knowledge of final order sizes.
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Adaptive Incremental Mixture Markov Chain Monte Carlo
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Abstract: We propose Adaptive Incremental Mixture Markov chain Monte Carlo (AIMM), an novel

methodology which allows sampling from a challenging target distribution (several modes, long tail, high

dimensional setting). This is an Adaptive Independent Metropolis–Hastings whose proposal kernel is an

incremental mixture of Gaussian kernels. The proposal distribution increments i.e. adds a new component

to the mixture when the Markov chain uncovers a region of the state space which is not well supported

by the current proposal. Our method overcomes several limitations of MCMC including poor mixing rates

and tail exploration.

Introduction

AIMM is an Adaptive Independent Metropolis–Hastings algorithm (Holden et al., 2009), which

increments a mixture of Gaussian kernels that asymptotically matches the target distribution. While

most adaptive MCMC strategies focus on adapting the parameters of a pre-defined parameterized

family of distributions, AIMM randomly spans the state space thanks to a proposal distribution

obtained as an appropriate collection of Gaussian kernels. More precisely, when the AIMM chain visits

a region of the target support that is not well covered by the current mixture of Gaussian kernel, a

new component is added in order to reduce the local discrepancy between the target and the proposal

distribution. Our approach alleviates the need to define a parameterized proposal distribution, which

can lead to ine�cient inference and which usually requires a preliminary exploration of the state

space. The initial knowledge about the target distribution required in AIMM is minimal: this makes

it a fully adaptive method closer to the original MCMC spirit. Ergodicity of the resulting chain is

proven using the theoretical framework developed in Holden et al. (2009).

Method

Let ⇡ be a target distribution and �0 an initial proposal distribution both defined on the same

measurable space (X,X ). �0 can be any instrumental distribution whose support contains that of

⇡, possibly non-informative with respect to ⇡, but from which it is possible to sample from. AIMM

samples a Markov chain {X
k

, k 2 N} whose transition can be described as follows. At iteration n,

given the state X

n

2 X and a set of M

n

(M
n

 n) Gaussian kernels �1,�2, · · · designed from the

beginning of the algorithm,
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1. propose a new state from the incremental mixture
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(

˜

X) � ⌘, increment the mixture with a new Gaussian component �
Mn+1 with mean ˜

X

and covariance matrix defined as the empirical covariance matrix of a neighborhood of ˜

X.

Results

AIMM is compared on a challenging banana–shaped distribution in dimension 10 with di↵erent

MCMC including the Adaptive Metropolis (AM) (Haario et al, 2001), the Adaptive Gaussian Mixture

Metropolis (AGM) (Luengo and Martino, 2013) and a non-adaptive Independent Metropolis (IM).

Table 1: Comparison of AIMM with di↵erent Adaptive MCMC

algorithm K–L⇤ ACF CPU TAIL RET
AIMM 8 19 .015 .044 166
AM 30 394 .016 .041 5,428
AGM 40 220 .025 .010 77,252
IM 45 313 .006 .013 103,435

⇤KL: estimated Kullback–Leibler divergence between ⇡ and the chains – ACF: integrated autocorrelation time – CPU: provides the

average CPU time per iteration (in second) –TAIL: estimated probability of a tail region with (true) probability .05 – RET: expected

returning time to the .05-tail region
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Communicating Statistics

Philip Sedgwick

Institute of Medical and Biomedical Education, St. Georges, University of London, UK

Email: p.sedgwick@sgul.ac.uk

Abstract: Statistics has been responsible for shaping our society, with numerous applications in

the sciences, industry and general societal problems. It has saved lives, whilst there are constant

references in the media about the economy, education and crime that are based on statistics. Hand

(2008) asserted that statistics is the most exciting of disciplines. However, unfortunately statistics

is generally seen as a very dry topic by students and the public. Furthermore, it is often claimed

that statistical information is di�cult to understand and process. One of the contributing factors to

the poor understanding of statistics is the way it is communicated, whether it is how the discipline

is taught in the classroom or how statistical information is conveyed to the public. Examples from

the classroom and everyday life will be used to illustrate challenges in communicating statistics.
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Philip Sedgwick studied statistics at the University of Wales. He obtained his

PhD in statistics from the University in London in 2000 in the applied research

area of sleep and its disorders. His current position is Reader in Medical

Statistics & Medical Education at St. George’s, University of London.

During 30 years of involvement in applied clinical research and medical educa-

tion, he has authored/co-authored more than 350 peer-reviewed publications

and book chapters. Philip is responsible for the teaching of medical statistics

at the undergraduate and postgraduate level at St. George’s. He focuses on

delivering teaching that is practical-based in order to enable students to see its

relevance in clinical practice and the direct application in their own research.

He has frequently given invited and contributed talks at national and international conferences on his

approaches to the teaching, learning and assessment of statistics in the healthcare sciences. He has an

honorary teaching position with the Medical School, University of Algarve in Portugal. Philip’s involvement

in clinical research has included phase II and III trials, plus epidemiological studies.

Philip Sedgwick has written weekly for the BMJ for the past six years in an educational capacity on topics

in medical statistics; he is keen on using a “straight-talking and clear-thinking” approach. His articles

appear in a series called “Endgames” and have proved popular with an international audience of students

and junior doctors alike, helping them in their personal development and exam preparation. His Endgames
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series has also proved popular with other lecturers of medical statistics and epidemiology, who regularly

use them in their own teaching and assessment. For anyone who does not have access to a subscription

to the BMJ, toll free links to his Endgames are available through tweets on Twitter — Philip’s tag is

Statistics Man.
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Visualising Next Generation Sequencing Data of the Hepatitis C Virus
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Abstract: Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) enables researchers to study biological systems at high level

of detail. However, the size of NGS data can be huge and even small projects can generate terabytes of

raw data. We describe an application to map NGS data onto a 3D mesh of the liver.

Introduction

A retrospective ten year study into the temporal dynamics of quasi-species evolution, maintenance,

extinction and expansion by next generation sequencing revealed remarkable shifts in complexity and

diversity. The molecular equilibrium from dominance to sub-dominance of distinct lineages varied

over time. What was a complex multi-lineage infection changed to a monophyletic lineage over the

ten year period. Next generation sequencing by its very nature generates huge volumes of data.

The large volume of raw data makes direct visualisation extremely di�cult. The lack of direct

visualisation can lead to loss of relevancy. By making big data sets more accessible and therefore

relevant through data visualisation we can help bring science alive for many professional and lay

audiences alike, helping to translate complex findings into accessible formats.

However, a challenge with this volume of data is the visualisation in a context that makes the data

tangible to the original in situ architecture, i.e., in the case of HCV, putting NGS data onto the

liver, not in an uninformed manner but keeping the visualisation as real as possible by reference to

the published literature, e.g., Kandathil et al (2013). The aim of this project is to make our HCV

NGS data more visual yet keeping the depth of data readily available.

We present a three dimensional format for the visualisation of NGS data. We have modelled the

NGS data onto a volume model of the liver, using colour coding to identify di↵erent quasi-species

lineages from the NGS data of a genotype 4a infection over ten years. Using a randomised modelling

format and a three dimensional (3D) sca↵old-type representation of the liver, we populate di↵erent

layers of the liver with hues and voxels representing not just haplotype frequency but clonal density

data. Through the use of computer simulations, we map the real dynamics of change over the 10

year study period onto a 3D mesh of the liver. We additionally map the output of predator-prey
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dynamics of humoral immune mediated selection pressure on various quasi-species lineages into this

model.
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A Graph-based Logistic Regression Model and its Application to Protein

Function Prediction

Haixuan Yang⇤1 and John Hinde1
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Abstract: To adapt logistic regression models to the scenario that the predictors are unknown, but instead

only relationships between data points are known, we demonstrate a graph-based logistic regression model

for the sake of labelling unlabeled data. We construct a penalized log-likelihood criterion that is analogous

to nonparametric logistic regression. Here we use a graph Laplacian and two other graph regularization

terms to replace the counterpart that penalizes curvature of the function in a nonparametric model. We

show its application on the problem of protein function prediction where the data is given as a graph, and

labels are GO terms.

Introduction

In recent years, networks/graphs have appeared frequently in many di↵erent areas, such as social

networks, web hyperlink graphs, citation graphs, and biological networks. Since the advent of

molecular biology, a considerable amount of data has been produced in the quest to understand

gene functions and to discover gene modules that underlie cell development, cell disorder, and

so on. Some of these data are naturally represented as graphs while others can be mapped to

graphs. To name a few, metabolic networks, protein-protein interaction networks, gene regulatory

network, lethality network, co-expression network, and genetic networks such as conserved genomic

neighborhood, phylogenetic co-occurrence, literature co-occurrence, sequence similarity, and gene

fusion. In di↵erent areas, there is often a need to label unlabelled data, given some labeled data.

For example, in biological processes a few proteins are known to be (or not) associated with specific

functions and can be considered as labeled data. It is usually very time consuming and expensive to

obtain such labeled data, so it is desirable to estimate the functional role from those unlabelled data.

In Zhou, D. et al. (2004) the prediction scores can be only interpreted as confidence scores. Here

we are introducing a model to predict the mean response by borrowing the ideas from nonparametric

logistic regression.

Methods

In our setting, we have N nodes {1, 2, . . . , N}, and a matrix W representing the weights between

nodes. The first l nodes (i  l) are labeled as y

i

and the remaining nodes (l + 1  u  N) are

unlabeled. Let the mean response at node k be p

k

= Pr(Y = 1|k), the logit at node k is then
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. The first term is the

familiar negative log-likelihood for l observations while the second term favors a smooth function

over a graph.

Results

Replacing the di↵usion model (Zhou, D. et al., 2004) with the proposed one, GeneMANIA (Mostafavi,

S. and Morris Q., 2010) for protein function prediction becomes better in terms of AUC and preci-

sions. Moreover, we report a simulation result.

Figure 1: Ground Truth: let X be a predictor and the mean response p(x) = 1/(1+exp(�x)), i.e.,
a simple logistic regression model. Graph Setting: we generate 1000 x

i

⇠ N(0, 1), select 20 points
at random as labeled data and assign the labels y

i

to be 1 or 0 with a chance p(x

i

) or 1 � p(x

i

)

respectively. W is defined by W

ij

= exp(�(x

i

� x

j

)

2
) if i 6= j. Although p̂(x) is biased, we can

expect that the ROC curve produced by the prediction is almost identical to the one produced by
the ground truth.
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Anthropometry: A new R Package for Analysis of Anthropometric Data

Guillermo Vinué⇤1
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Abstract: The development of powerful new body 3D scanning systems has opened up a great range

of opportunities for generating highly valued anthropometric databases, which allow us to improve the

ergonomic design of products adapted to users. Accordingly, Anthropometry and Ergonomics are two

fields rapidly becoming more quantitative, so advanced statistical methodologies and software tools are

demanded for a more e�cient use of anthropometric data. A new R package called Anthropometry is

presented, available on CRAN. It brings together some statistical methodologies especially developed to

deal with anthropometric data.

Introduction

Anthropometry is the study of the measurements of the human body. This is fundamental for exam-

ple, in the ergonomic clothing design and working environments design. Very detailed and updated

anthropometric data are currently available thanks to new 3D body scanner systems. In every an-

thropometric problem, the goal is to estimate a number of human cases (central or boundary) that

characterize the body size variability. The statistical methodologies that we have developed define

central cases for the clothing sizing system design problem and boundary cases for the workplace de-

sign problem (details of them are given in next Sections). A new R package called Anthropometry

has been implemented, which brings together the algorithms associated with all the above-mentioned

statistical methodologies. This package fills the gap of not available algorithms from the literature

or from existing commercial tools and is the first available R structure for these types of problems.

Methods

A clothing sizing system divides a population into homogeneous groups (size groups) based on some

key body dimensions. Each clothing size is defined from a central prototype or fit model. In this

way, clustering is the most useful statistical approach to define an e�cient sizing system and to elicit

prototypes and fit models. Using clustering methods, Refs. Ibáñez, M.V. et al. (2012) and Vinué,

G. et al. (2014B) define accurate prototypes and Ref. Vinué, G. et al. (2014A) defines accurate fit

models. Regarding working environments, the archetype analysis is the most useful statistical tool

to obtain boundaries. Ref. Epifanio, I. et al. (2013) describes the advantages of archetypal analysis

regarding other commonly used methods. A new and robust archetypal concept, archetypoid, is

presented in Vinué, G. et al. (2015).
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Results

trimowa(), LloydShapes() and hipamAnthropom() contain the implemented R algorithms of

Refs. Ibáñez, M.V. et al. (2012), Vinué, G. et al. (2014B) and Vinué, G. et al. (2014A), respectively.

archetypesBoundary() allows us to reproduce results of Epifanio, I. et al. (2013). Finally, the

archetypoid algorithm described in Vinué, G. et al. (2015) is available in archetypoids(). In

addition, the package contains a number of complementary functions which can be used to fully

reproduce all the results presented in all these publications.

Discussion/Conclusion

The Anthropometry R package, freely available on CRAN, provides a framework that allows

researchers and practitioners to apply the presented statistical methods to their anthropometric data

and to make innovations on this package. Anthropometry is a very positive statistical contribution

to the fields of Anthropometry and Ergonomics. All the statistical methodologies and this package

were announced in the author’s PhD thesis (Vinué, G. (2014)). The vignette of the package is

currently in third revision in the Journal of Statistical Software.
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Interpreting The Alignment Of Pebbles In Ancient Sedimentary Rocks

Due To Deformation: Passive, Rigid Or Slip?

Kieran F. Mulchrone1⇤ and Partick A. Meere2

1Department of Applied Mathematics, School of Mathematical Sciences, University College, Cork.
2Geology, School of Biology, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University College, Cork.

⇤k.mulchrone@ucc.ie

Abstract: Numerical maximum likelihood methods derived from mechanical models of pebble (inclusion)

behaviour are applied to deformed ancient sediments from Dingle, Co. Kerry. Due to the fortunate occur-

rence of an independent strain measure it is likely that these sediments were deformed in an unconsolidated

state indicating rapid progression from deposition in an extensional environment to deformation in a com-

pressive regime.

Introduction

The earth is a dynamic planet which constantly evolves through cycles of continental collision,

mountain building, erosion and deposition of sediments. Sediments deposited in relatively quies-

cent marine or terrestrial environments may later get caught up in large scale collision zones and

consequently undergo burial, heating and deformation. Evidence for strain and deformation in the

past includes chemical changes, tectonic cleavage development and strong alignment of inclusions

such as pebbles. Conventionally such alignment is thought to have occurred after lithification i.e.

after unconsolidated sediments become indurated to make hardened rocks. Data and evidence from

Dingle, Co. Kerry strongly suggests that this is not always the case (Meere and Mulchrone, 2006).

Here, mechanical models of inclusion behaviour are used to infer expected angular distributions of

populations of inclusions. Using maximum likelihood methods levels of deformation (strain) are

estimated from collected data and compared with independent evidence of actual levels of strain.

Methods

Inclusions in rocks undergoing deformation are assumed to behave in one of three ways, (1) passive

– inclusions behave identically with the surrounding material, (2) rigid (no-slip) – inclusions are

extremely competent compared to the surrounding materials, along with a no-slip boundary condition

(Je↵erys, 1922) and (3) rigid (slip) – inclusions are extremely competent with a no-slip or frictional

boundary condition (Mulchrone, 2007a). Under the assumption of passive behaviour strain levels

can be readily estimated (Mulchrone et al, 2003) Techniques have been developed for the case

of rigid-no-slip (Mulchrone, 2007b) using the mechanical model to derive an analytical expression

for the angular probability density function of inclusion orientations and using maximum likelihood

methods to numerically estimate best fit parameters such as strain. A similar approach is applied
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to the rigid-slip case.

Taking each assumed type of behaviour in turn, natural data sets are used to estimate the strain levels

recorded by the rocks. Fortunately, a reliable independent method of strain estimation (reduction

spots) is present in Dingle permitting comparison.

Conclusions

The behaviour type which best explains the behaviour of inclusions in sediments is rigid-slip. Thus

the observed alignment of pebbles strongly suggests that sediments were not fully consolidated at

the time of deformation, indicating rapid progression from deposition in extensional basins to burial

and deformation in a compressional regime.
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Abstract: Changes in extreme climate events are of great importance to policymakers and the general

public. In this study, we create an extreme climate map of Ireland. We examine how climate extremes of

temperature have changed in the recent past, and how they are projected to change in the future, using

output from the latest high-resolution climate models.

Introduction

Much current climatology analysis focuses on how the average value of a climate variable is projected

to change. However, changes in extreme events are arguably of more immediate import, due to their

consequent increased costs and risks.

But measuring changes in the frequency, intensity and duration of extreme events is quite di�cult,

due to the scarcity of available data.

Extreme Value Theory is a special framework for conducting inference on the nature of extreme

events, and will be used throughout this study.

Data

There are three primary sources of data:

1. Met. Eireann’s weather stations: observations from 70 stations, collected at daily intervals

from 1961 to 2010.

2. 1 km x 1 km data on a regular grid: resulting from a statistical interpolation process on these

point observations.

3. EURO-CORDEX project: climate model output for the periods 1950–2006 (historical control)

and 2006–2100 (future data), (see Fig. 1).

Methodology

Learning from the climate models' historic extreme events is an innovative approach to improve our

understanding of their future projections.
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Figure 1: Coarse data from Global Climate Models (GCMs, left) forms the initial and boundary
conditions necessary for Regional Climate Models (RCMs, right) to dynamically downscale to much
finer resolution climate data

Our method involves inference on the parameters that uniquely define a Generalised Pareto Dis-

tribution, for a given set of extremes above an appropriate threshold. The prior distributions will

be smoothed using Gaussian Processes.

We construct a hierarchical model to reflect our assumption of an underlying spatial process. Ob-

servations are first compared to the gridded datasets in order to understand the inherent biases

therein, and to assess levels of signal damping. We then focus on using this information to produce

future projections of extreme events, along with covariates such as the historical and model values of

the North Atlantic Oscillation, global surface temperature, and the particular climate models under

consideration. Using Bayesian inference and MCMC methods to sample from the posterior

densities of the statistical model parameters, we then estimate desired quantities such as return

periods and associated uncertainty levels.

Results

The result is a spatio-temporal map of Ireland showing projected changes in the distribution of the

climate extremes of temperature. Our method will then be applied to precipitation and wind speed.
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Estimating Features of Repeated Measures Trajectories
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Abstract: We have developed derivative estimation methods for repeated measures data which allow for

features of an individual’s trajectory to be obtained. In this paper, we present a simulation study comparing

three methods for derivative and feature estimation in a repeated measures setting.

Introduction

Features of repeated measures trajectories have become popular as risk factors and biomarkers for

later health outcomes, e.g. age at peak height velocity (Cheng et al., 2014) and timing of recurrence

of prostate cancer (Proust-Lima and Taylor, 2009). However there is currently a lack of methods

capable of estimating features of trajectories of such data. To accurately estimate a feature of

an individual trajectory requires a flexible, descriptive approach which is at odds with standard

parametric framework. Furthermore, many features of a trajectory can only be found through the

rate of change of the response over time, i.e. derivative estimation.

Methods

The methods we consider for handling non-linear, sparse and irregular repeated measures data

are polynomial mixed models, semiparametric mixed models (Durban et al., 2005) and functional

principal components analysis through conditional prediction (PACE, Yao et al., 2005). Deriva-

tive estimates were developed for each of these methods such that features of repeated measures

trajectories could be obtained. Using a known function (Figure 1), we compared performance in

estimating the velocity, acceleration, timing of first decline and timing of maximum velocity for each

individual’s trajectory.

Results

The PACE method achieved the lowest bias in the simulation study, but was more inconsistent

between datasets (Table 1). The spline mixed model performed better than the polynomial approach

and had the lowest bias when estimating both features of these trajectories.
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Figure 1: Simulated individual trajectories (left), velocities (middle) and accelerations (right) from
a known function. Features of interest were the timing of first decline and maximum velocity.

Table 1: Average RMSE (st. dev.) of velocity, acceleration, timing of first decline and timing of
maximum velocity

Method Velocity Acceleration x at 1st decline x at max velocity
Polynomial MM 4.9 (0.1) 104 (1.6) 0.03 (0.001) 0.72 (0.001)
Spline MM 4.0 (0.2) 94 (4.3) 0.02 (0.001) 0.09 (0.01)
Functional PCA 3.3 (0.6) 74 (13) 0.04 (0.03) 0.18 (0.12)

Conclusions

Using splines improved on standard polynomial modelling in feature and derivative estimation. The

PACE approach needs to be refined to the case of derivative estimation, but does appear to have

potential in this area.

Cheng, G., Bolzenius, K., Joslowski, et al. (2014). Velocities of weight, height and fat mass gain dur-

ing potentially critical periods of growth are decisive for adult body composition. European Journal

of Clinical Nutrition, 69, pp. 262 – 268.
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for prostate cancer recurrence using repeated measures of posttreatment PSA: a joint modeling

approach. Biostatistics, 10, 3, pp. 535 – 549.

Durban M., Harezlak J., Wand M.P. and Carroll, R.J. (2005). Simple fitting of subject specific curves

for longitudinal data. Statistics in Medicine, 24, pp. 1153 – 1167.
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Bayesian Nonparametric Survival Analysis: An Illustration
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Introduction

A standard way to develop a parametric regression model is to allow parameters to depend on

covariates in a pre-specified way. Classical semiparametric methods specify parametrically the re-

gression relationship between the response and covariates, but leave the actual survival distribution

unspecified. The disadvantages of these methods stem from inflexible functional forms of parametric

models and limited inference of classical semiparametric techniques. In particular, fixed specification

of distributional properties for the random error terms in the model, while typically mathematically

convenient, may be inadequate for the actual data, which clearly calls for more flexible and robust

modelling approaches. We use the nonparametric Bayesian (NPB) methods, which substantially

enhance the flexibility of standard parametric models while providing a coherent unified probabilistic

framework for inference. We propose NPB regression models for survival data and use Dirichlet

process (DP) mixture models as nonparametric priors for the survival distributions.

Dirichlet process

Dirichlet process (DP) mixture models will be used as nonparametric priors for survival distributions.

A DP mixture model is a mixture with a parametric kernel and a random mixing distribution modeled

with a DP prior, see Ferguson (1973), (1974), Antoniak (1974), Escobar and West (1995). The

definition of the DP involves a parametric distribution function G0, the center or base distribution

of the process, and a positive scalar precision parameter ⌫. The larger the value of ⌫, the closer a

realization of the process is to G0. A DP mixture model is given by

F (.; G) =

Z

K(.|✓)G(d✓) (1)

where K(.|✓) is the distribution function of the parametric kernel of the mixing and G ⇠ DP (⌫G0).

Nonparametric Survival analysis

Bayesian nonparametric methods are very well suited for survival data analysis, enabling flexible

modeling for the unknown survival function, cumulative hazard function or hazard function, provid-

ing techniques to handle censoring and truncation, allowing incorporation of prior information and

yielding rich inference.
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Modelling DP mixtures for the distributions that have support on R usually employs normal kernels

but in the context of survival analysis choosing the kernel becomes more delicate. In this case

we usually use Lognormal, Weibull or Gamma kernels for hazard function estimation. The Weibull

distribution seems preferrable because it has an increasing hazard and also its survival function is in

closed form. In the case of Weibull distribution which is denoted by K

W

(t|↵,�) = 1�exp(���1
t

↵

)

the base distribution is assumed as follows:

G0(↵,�|�, �) = Uniform(↵|0,�)⇥ IGamma(�|d, �)

Denoting the survival times by t

i

, i = 1, ..., n, as in Kottas (2006) the full model can be written in

the hierarchical form:

t

i
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We model the unknown survival distribution with a Weibull Dirichlet process mixture, mixing on

both the shape and scale parameters.

Conclusion

The purpose of this study is establishing a baseline to facilitate model comparison and validation

for our further development of NBP survival models. Variants of these models will include, among

others, a model of accelerated failure time (AFT) for censored and uncensored data and will also

incorporate covariates in an additive regression form.
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Using Data from the Underlying Full Cohort in the Analysis of Nested

Case-Control and Case-Cohort Studies

Ruth H. Keogh⇤1, Ørnulf Borgan2 and Ian R. White3

1Department of Medical Statistics, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, UK
2Department of Mathematics, University of Oslo, Norway

3MRC Biostatistics Unit, Cambridge, UK
⇤Email: ruth.keogh@lshtm.ac.uk

Abstract: Nested case-control and case-cohort studies within full cohorts are used when expensive exposure

measurements cannot be obtained in the full cohort. The traditional analysis of these studies ignores data

which may be available in the full cohort. We show how multiple imputation (MI) can enable e�cient use

of the data available in the full cohort in the analysis of nested case-control and case-cohort studies.

Introduction

In many large prospective cohorts, expensive exposure measurements cannot be obtained for all

individuals. Nested case-control or case-cohort sampling within a full cohort enables estimation of

exposure-outcome associations using a subset of exposure measurements, which may be expensive

to obtain or based on finite resources (e.g. biological measurements). Under these study designs,

full exposure and covariate information is obtained on all cases but just a small subset of the non-

cases. However, in the full cohort, there may be a large amount of information on cheaply available

covariates and possibly a surrogate of the main exposure. The traditional analysis ignores this, which

seems ine�cient.

Methods

In this work we treat nested case-control and case-cohort samples within a full cohort as a big missing

data problem, in which some information is missing in the full cohort. We propose using multiple

MI to utilise information in the full cohort when data from the sub-studies are analysed. The way in

which missing values are imputed is important. We consider using approximate imputation models,

following the work of White and Royston (2009) on imputation models for use with Cox regression.

We also consider using rejection sampling to draw imputed values from the true distribution of the

missing values given the observed data by extending the work of Bartlett et al (2014) to the nested

case-control and case-cohort settings. We compare the MI approach with alternative methods which

have been devised to make more e�cient use of the data in nested case-control and case-cohort

studies. In nested case-control studies, inverse probability weighting has been suggested as an

approach enabling controls to be shared between multiple cases. Weighted analyses of case-cohort

studies to make use of full-cohort data have also been proposed.
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Results from simulations studies will be presented and the methods are illustrated using data from

a nested case-control study of the association between fibre intake and colorectal cancer within the

EPIC-Norfolk cohort.

Results

Simulation studies show that using MI to utilise full-cohort information in the analysis of nested case-

control and case-cohort studies can result in important gains in e�ciency relative to the traditional

analysis and that in general this approach outperforms alternative methods.

Conclusion

Traditional analyses of nested case-control and case-cohort studies are a safe approach. However,

under some additional assumptions there is potential to make large e�ciency gains by using MI to

utilise full cohort data.
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Abstract: Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is a rare disease in which retinal blood vessels of premature

infants fail to develop normally, and is one of the major causes of childhood blindness throughout the

world. The Discrete Conditional Phase-type (DC-Ph) model consists of two components; the conditional

component measuring the inter-relationships between covariates and the survival component which models

the survival distribution using a Coxian phase-type distribution. This paper expands the DC-Ph models

by introducing a support vector machine (SVM), in the role of the conditional component. The SVM is

capable of classifying multiple outcomes and is used to identify the infant’s risk of developing ROP. Based

on the SVM classification, the length of stay in the neonatal ward is modelled using a Coxian phase-type

distribution.

Introduction

In 2010 there were 25,300 live births registered in Northern Ireland, and each year approximately

2000 newborn babies are admitted to a hospital neonatal unit with 60% of these needing some

kind of intensive or high-dependency care. Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is a disease in which

retinal blood vessels of premature infants fail to grow and develop normally. ROP, while quite rare,

is a major cause of blindness in the developing and developed world. Globally, it is thought at least

50,000 children are blind from ROP, and it is more than likely that many more will be unilaterally

blind or visually impaired. In industrialized countries, some degree of ROP may develop in 72% of

patients weighing less than 1000g, with subsequent blindness in 8-10%. In general, about 60% of

low birthweight infants, those with a birthweight of less than 1500g, will develop some degree of

ROP (Gilbert, 2008).

Methods

Discrete Conditional Phase-type Models (DC-Ph), (Marshall and McCrink, 2009), are a family of

models capable of representing a skewed survival distribution as a Process component, preceded

by a Conditional component which is capable of separating survival data into distinct classes. For

the first time in the literature a support vector machine (SVM) is used within the DC-Ph model
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in place of the conditional component. ROP like many rare diseases is di�cult to predict due to

the imbalance in the data and in addition it’s multiclass nature. A class decomposition strategy

is introduced within the SVM to help deal with the multiclass problem. Additionally the patients

at risk are those who are generally more ill which is likely to a↵ect their length of stay required in

hospital. The Coxian phase-ype distribution is used to represent patient duration of stay in hospital.

Conclusion

A Discrete Conditional Phase-type model (DC-Ph), utilising a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for

the first time for the conditional component and a Coxian phase-type distribution for the process

component, has been built to predict the risk of an infant developing ROP. A new class decomposition

scheme was introduced and implemented to build the SVM. Results show that the model provides

a good means of predicting the classes of ROP. Three Coxian phase-type distributions for; no ROP,

non-treated ROP and treated ROP have been fitted to the length of stay data in the neonatal ward

with the optimal number of phases being 9, 8 and 5 phases respectively. The DC-Ph model with

Coxian phase-type distribution conditioned on the multiclass SVM will serve as an aid to predict risk

and optimise ward resources. Accurately predicting the risk of ROP will allow screening protocols

to be put in place targeting those most likely to develop the disease.
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Abstract: In the field of Survival Analysis, a great deal of research has been carried out to provide useful

summaries of the distribution of survival times. The most common summary involves plots of the estimated

survival and hazard functions, typically using the Kaplan-Meier estimator. In addition, the proportional

hazards model is widely used to model the change in the hazard function as a function of one or more

covariates/factors. The Mean Residual Life function and Dynamic Prediction of survivor function are two

useful, but underused alternatives. Hence, we introduce them and highlight their benefits as graphical

summaries of time to event data.

Introduction

Survival analysis is a collection of statistical methods to analyse time to event data, in the presence

of censoring. In survival analysis, it is often of interest to estimate the survivor function S(t) =

P (T � t); the probability that an individual survives beyond time t. The probability density and

hazard function are other useful (mathematically equivalent) complements to the survivor function.

Recently, plots of the Mean Residual Life (Alvarez-Iglesias et al. 2015) and Dynamic Prediction of

survival (Houwelingen, H.C. and Putter, H. 2012) have been suggested as more informative graphical

summaries.

Mean Residual Life

Inference based on the expected time remaining is more intuitive to communicate compared to

summaries on a probabilistic scale or as ratios of hazards. For example, it is simpler to tell the

patient that the treatment in question increases your life by, on average, x years, rather than using

probability or hazard ratio.

The MRL function is defined as the expected survival time given survival till the current time:

MRL(t) = E(T � t|T > t) =

1

S(t)

Z 1

t

S(s)ds

Not only is this function easier to interpret, since its values are given in units of time, but again it

also completely characterizes the survival distribution (with a finite mean).
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Dynamic Prediction of Survival

The Kaplan-Meier estimator describes the prognosis of an individual at the start of the follow-up

(t = 0). However in practice, the summary given to the patient is typically the median survival time

which is open to misinterpretation. The median survival is unlikely to be relevant at the patient

level; for example a patient has survived 6.5 months is still at risk when the median survival is 6

months. In contrast, considering the probability of dying within a window of fixed width w could

supply useful information for the patient at any time during the follow up. This conditional failure

function is defined as:

F

w

(t) = 1� S(t + w|t) = 1� S(t + w)

S(t)

An Illustrative Example

Here we use data from the historical 6-MP study (Freireich EJ et al. 1963), the first randomised,

double-blind, placebo-controlled sequential study in acute leukaemia. In Figure 1 the three di↵erent

methods are used to summarise the e↵ect of drug use on the time to death for this population:

survivor function, estimated Mean Residual Life function (Alvarez-Iglesias et al. 2015), and estimated

Dynamic Prediction of survivor function with a window width (w) of 10 months (Houwelingen, H.C.

and Putter, H. 2012).

Figure 1: Example of survivor function, MRL and Dynamic Prediction plots for the 6-mp data.

The survivor function plot clearly shows a considerable di↵erence between the two groups as the

median survival time for intervention group is 22 weeks compared to 7.5 weeks for the control group.

The MRL function suggests that the intervention group have, on average, 50 weeks remaining com-

pared to 5 for the control group. The Dynamic Prediction plot shows relatively constant probabilities

of dying with a much reduced probability for the intervention group.
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Conclusion

This study focuses on di↵erent ways of summarising time to event data. In particular, the Mean

Residual Life and Dynamic Prediction of Survivor functions. There is a need to present the results

from survival analysis studies in ways that provide clear and simple interpretations for both clinicians

and patients. The MRL and Dynamic Prediction plots are useful for comparing di↵erent treatments,

or the presence of certain risk factors, and they provide an easily understood summary, avoiding

hazard ratios or probability scales that require careful interpretation.
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Abstract: The supportive care needs of long-term head and neck cancer caregivers are considered in a

survey of 197 carers. Using a standardised instrument for assessing the needs of carers of cancer survivors,

we generated an overall needs score for each individual. In addition, scores were calculated for needs in

the emotional, health, information and work/social domains. Approaches used to deal with missing data in

our sample included weighted standardised Likert scores, complete case analysis and multiple imputation.

Using negative binomial regression, we examined whether financial factors, social support and time since

diagnosis were associated with needs in this group, adjusting for confounders. The results for the complete

case analysis and the multiple imputation approach were similar (using weighted standardised Likert scores

for the outcomes), with financial stress, lack of social support (in particular loneliness) and lack of private

health insurance associated with higher unmet needs in this group.

Introduction

Research on the unmet needs of head and neck cancer caregivers is lacking, particularly in the long-

term survivorship period. The aim of this study is to identify the supportive care needs of these

carers, and factors associated with those needs.

Data

Survey of 197 carers of survivors of head and neck cancer. The study collected information on

carers’ demographic characteristics and their supportive care needs, as measured by the Partners

and Caregivers Supportive Care Needs Survey (SCNS-P&C). From the SCNS-P&C, we generated

an overall score of supportive care needs, and a score for four separate domains of needs (emotional,

health, information and work/social). Caregivers were asked to report their experiences of financial

stress and strain and social support. Demographic information was also collected.

Analysis

For the SCNS-P&C data, we summed the scores overall and for each domain. These were converted

to standardised Likert scores with a range of 0 to 100, where a higher score indicates higher needs.

Our outcome variables were overall needs score and the scores for each of the four domains.
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Negative binomial regression was used to investigate associations between our variables of interest

(social support, financial stress and strain and time since diagnosis) and each of the five outcomes;

the standardised global SCNS-P&C score and the standardised domain scores, adjusting for socio-

demographic variables.

Negative binomial regression is suitable for modelling outcome data in the form of counts which

are highly dispersed. The outcome variables appeared to be distributed in this way so we checked

whether the they would be su�ciently described by a Poisson distribution using a likelihood ratio

chi-square test .

Missing Data

When calculating the standardised Likert score for SCNS P&C, we observed some respondents had

not answered all 44 items of the questionnaire. If a respondent had at most nine (20%) of the items

missing we calculated a standardised score weighted on the number of answered items. If more than

nine out of 44 items are unanswered, then the corresponding standardised score was recorded as

unknown. There were 14 (7%) respondents with unknown standardised scores.

We performed multiple imputation using chained equations for variables with missing data, employing

the weighted standardised Likert scores as described above.

Results

Most carers had low levels of unmet needs. The highest levels of need were in the emotional and the

health services domains. Loneliness and financial stress were consistently and significantly associated

with high levels of need in the multivariable analysis across all the domains. No socio-demographic or

clinical factors were associated with unmet in the multivariable models. The results were consistent

with those from the multiple imputation approach.
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Investigating Extended Lifetimes Of Industrial Products With The

Mixture Cure Model

Anthony Kinsella⇤1 and Ailish Hannigan2

1Molecular and Cellular Therapeutics, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Dublin, Ireland
2Graduate Entry Medical School, University of Limerick , Limerick, Ireland

⇤Email: akinsella@rcsi.ie

Abstract: Survival analysis models known as cure rate or mixture cure models are used in medical studies

to analyse time-to-event data which incorporates a cure fraction, that is, a proportion of subjects who will

never experience the event of interest. The mixture cure model is applied here to analyse the operational

lifetimes of an industrial product to determine if lifetimes of individual censored items are extended beyond

the normal operating lifetime.

Introduction

In survival analysis censored time-to-event data occurs because subjects have been lost to follow-up

or because they do not experience the event of interest at the termination of the study. Some

subjects may never experience the event of interest because they have been cured of their disease.

Survival analysis models, known as cure rate or mixture cure models, which incorporate a cure

fraction are used to model such data (Lawless, 2003). The mixture cure model is proposed here

as a method for analysing the operating lifetime of industrial products where individual items may

have an extended operating lifetime. The marginal survivor function S(t) is

S(t) = pS1(t) + (1� p)

where p denotes the probability that an individual item experiences a normal operating lifetime and

S1(t) is the associated survivor function. Because of the presence of censored lifetime data a binary

latent variable is incorporated into the likelihood function. This variable allocates the censored

observations into two groups, namely, ones likely to reflect a normal operating lifetime and those

likely to reflect an extended operating lifetime. The e↵ect of the latent variable can be evaluated

either by a full enumeration of all possible allocations of the censored data to the two groups or

by using an EM algorithm method which computes weights for the censored observations which

estimate the probability that such items have a normal operating lifetime.

Methods

The full enumeration method used standard software for fitting parametric survival models where the

likelihood function factors into two independent components relating to the survival model and to
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the probability (p) that an item experiences an extended lifetime. In the case of the EM algorithm,

where the likelihood does not separate into these components, R was used to optimize the likelihood

function. A data set giving the failure times of electrical insulation which are given in Lawless (2003)

was analysed using both methods when a Weibull failure time distribution is assumed. Three of the

twenty data values were censored and each exceeded the maximum observed failure time.

Results

The EM algorithm weights indicated that the censored data values have an extended operating

lifetime. This was in agreement with the full enumeration method results.

Conclusion

When censored data values which exceed the largest observed failure time are present in a dataset

consideration should be given to the use of the mixture cure model to investigate the possibility that

such items have an extended operating lifetime.
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A Conditional Markov Approach for Modelling Patient Readmission to

Hospital Using an Italian Case Study

Andrew S. Gordon⇤1, Adele H. Marshall1, Mariangela Zenga2 and Karen Cairns1
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Abstract: With a greater proportion of elderly people in the European population comes a greater demand

for health services and in particular, hospital care. This results in much longer waiting times for patients,

often with a less satisfactory hospital experience. However, if a better understanding of the recurring

nature of elderly patient movements between the community and hospital can be understood, then it

may be possible for alternative provisions of care in the community to be put in place before readmission

to hospital is required. This research aims to model the multiple patient transitions between hospital

and community by utilising a conditional mixture of Coxian phase-type distributions incorporating Bayes

Theorem. The model is used in conjunction with data from a region in Italy as a practical demonstration.

Introduction

The number of elderly patients requiring hospitalisation in Europe is rising. In fact, of the twenty

countries in the world having the largest percentage of elderly people (aged 65 years or older),

nineteen of them are located in Europe. In Italy, the world’s ‘oldest’ country in 2009, more than

19% of the population were elderly. By the year 2014, this figure had risen to more than 21% and

is projected to increase to 33% by the year 2050 [United Nations, 2013]. This is due to the increase

in the length of time people are living. With elderly people requiring more frequent admissions to

hospital and generally staying longer in each hospital spell than their non-elderly counterparts, this

produces a strain on healthcare resources (both economical and human). A model is presented,

whereby hospital readmissions and spells in the community are incorporated as stages in an overall

aggregate Markov model, with a view to facilitating hospital managers in understanding the role

that patient discharge to the community has on the overall cycle of care.

Methodology

The proposed methodology uses the theory of a mixture of Coxian phase-type distributions with

two absorbing states; one representing the death of the patient and the other representing the

progression of the patient to the next stage of the aggregate Markov model. Patients may move

from any state in a particular stage to the first state in the subsequent stage. This is to reflect

patients being discharged from hospital and being readmitted from the community. Bayes’ theorem
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is used to incorporate a conditional component into the model, thus allowing the length of stay

for a particular stage of care (ie. hospital or community) to be conditioned on the length of stay

observed in the most recent stage of care. The aforementioned are two types of care assumed at

this stage, although the model is extendable to subdivide community care further into, for example,

care at home, residential care, nursing care etc.

Conclusion

The proposed methodology is applied to length of stay data incorporating readmissions to a number

of hospitals in a region of Italy. The benefit of this methodology is that it has the potential to

improve the ability of hospital managers in determining, once a given elderly patient is discharged

from hospital, when they can be expected to once again require admission. Furthermore, with this

information, perhaps an alternative measure of care may be put in place for this patient, so that

hospital readmission is not required at all, thereby relieving some of the pressure placed on hospitals.
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Modelling Homogenous and Heterogenous Populations under Joint

Progressive Type-II Censoring

Lida Fallah⇤, John Hinde

School of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied Mathematics, NUI Galway, Ireland
⇤Email: l.fallah1@nuigalway.ie

Abstract: We consider the analysis of time to event data from two populations undergoing life-testing

under a joint progressive Type-II censoring scheme for both homogeneous and heterogeneous situations.

We consider maximum likelihood estimation for this complex sampling scenario and its behaviour under

di↵erent censoring schemes. For heterogeneous populations we consider a mixture model formulation and

maximum likelihood estimation using the EM algorithm.

Introduction

Here, we limit ourselves to two groups and suppose that we have two independent samples of sizes

m and n that are put on test. The study is terminated as soon as some fixed number, r, of

failures are observed, i.e. a Type-II censoring scheme. However, to save costs this is combined with

joint progressive censoring in which at each observed failure time a number of units is randomly

withdrawn from study, joint progressive Type-II censoring (Rasouli and Balakrishnan, 2010). We

extend the model to heterogeneous groups using a two-component mixture for each group (see Kuo

and Peng 2011).

Model Specification

Let X = (X1, . . . , Xm

) be i.i.d. random variables following a f

(1) distribution for the lifetimes of

m units and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn

) are i.i.d. random variables following a f

(2) distribution for the group

of n units. Now let W1  . . .  W

N

, N = m + n, denote the order statistics of the random

variables {X1, . . . , Xm

; Y1, . . . , Yn

}. Under joint progressive Type-II censoring, at the time of the

first failure (that may be from either X or Y ), R1 units are randomly withdrawn from the remaining

N � 1 surviving units. This process is continued at each subsequent failure time with R

i

removed

at the i-observed failure. Here, the total number of observed failures r is pre-fixed and we can write

R

i

= S

i

+T

i

, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, where S

i

and T

i

are the number of units withdrawn from the X and Y

samples respectively. The data will consist of (W,Z,S). where Z

i

is a 0/1 indicator for W

i

coming

from the X population. The likelihood function of ⇥ given the observed data is:

L(⇥|z,w, s) = C
r

Y

i=1

h

{f (1)(w
i

)}zi{f (2)(w
i
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i
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i
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i

)}ti ,
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where F

(1)
= 1 � F

(1), F

(2)
= 1 � F

(2) and C is a normalising constant. For homogenous

populations with exponentially distributed lifetimes, X ⇠ Exponential(✓1) and Y ⇠ Exponential(✓2),

the MLEs of ✓1 and ✓2 and the approximate SEs of parameters have been derived by Rasouli and

Balakrishnan (2010).

Simulation study

We focus on the above setting with two di↵erent exponential populations with two di↵erent pa-

rameters and sample sizes of m and n, respectively, under a JPTII censoring scheme. We conduct

a simulation study to evaluate the performance of estimators and compare the average test dura-

tion of di↵erent situations, taking di↵erent choices of m and n and censoring schemes of the form

R = (a, a, . . . , a, N � r �
P

r�1
i=1 r

i

), with a = 0 (standard joint Type-II censoring), 1, 2.

Extension to heterogeneous populations

We now assume that each of the populations is given by a two component mixture, representing both

susceptible and non-susceptible individuals, i.e. f

(k)
(t) = ⇡

k

g

(k)
1 (t|✓

k,1) + (1 � ⇡

k

) g

(k)
2 (t|✓

k,2), t >

0, k = 1, 2, where g

(k)
j

are the individual population component densities. Maximization of this

likelihood is complicated by the presence of the mixture densities and the survivor function for the

censored observations, but can proceed using the EM algorithm. In order to do so, we introduce

latent variables as component indicators for each population.

In some simple cases the component survivor functions have a closed form and the EM procedure

is a modified simple mixture EM. More generally, the censored observations can be replaced by

unobserved latent variables and an extended EM algorithm used, although the E-step for these

censoring latent variables can be di�cult to evaluate and so a Monte Carlo EM algorithm (MCEM)

is required.
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Non-PH Parametric Survival Models

Gilbert MacKenzie⇤1 and Kevin Burke 2

1Biostatistics, ENSAI, Rennes, France
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⇤Email: gilbert.mackenzie@ul.ie

Abstract: We introduce the generalised time-dependent logistic family of parametric survival regression

models based on the logistic function. The family comprises three models two of which are non-proportional

hazards. We discuss the properties of the models briefly, noting that they are all tail-deficit models (ie,

cure rate models), before extending the family with multiplicative Gamma frailty components. One of the

extended models which is non-PH is used to analyse crossing hazards data. The success of this model

motivates the idea of modelling the shape and scale parameters simultaneously using covariates. Thus, the

idea of multi-parameter regression survival models intrudes and we illustrate their use.

Introduction

Prior to the development of the proportional hazards (PH) survival model, epidemiologists worked

with the multiple logistic function in prospective longitudinal studies where the follow-up duration

was fixed, e.g., in relation to coronary disease incidence. Not all incidence data conform to the PH

assumption and MacKenzie (1996) introduced a family of survival models based on the multiple

logistic function which specifically recognised this fact. The generalised time dependent logistic

family (GTDL) comprised three models (a) a PH model, (b) an accelerated life (AL) model and

(c) a model which is non-PH and non-AL. Development was focussed on model (c), designated the

TDL model, and a Gamma extension demonstrated its ability to deal with crossing hazards survival

data (MacKenzie and Ha, 2007). This example involves the creation of a covariate dependent shape

parameter. Accordingly, the idea of modelling the shape parameter more generally intrudes and we

trace the multi-parameter regression approach using a non-PH Weibull MPR model.

Applications

A classical motivating example is the crossing hazards data provided by the Gastrointestinal Tumor

Study Group (GTSG)(1982), reporting the e↵ects of chemotherapy and combined chemotherapy

and radiotherapy on the survival times of gastric cancer patients (Figure 1).

The results of fitting several models shows that the most successful model is the TDL Gamma

frailty model involving separate shape parameters for the two treatment groups. Accordingly, having

covariate dependent shape parameters is sometimes useful.

We develop this idea into a (non-PH) MPR Weibull model in order to analyse data from the

population-based Northern Ireland Lung Cancer Study which identified 855 incident cases of lung
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Figure 1: KM Survival Functions for the Treatment Groups

cancer diagnosed in 1991/1992. The MPR model examines the influence of 9 covariates on survival:

Age, Sex, Treatment, WHO Status, Cell type, Sodium level, Albumen level, Metastases and Smoking

category. The detailed results are given in the main paper. The MPR models the scale and shape

parameters simultaneously and allows one to automatically detect non-PH covariates (4 of the 9

in this case). A table showing the results obtained from the various models fitted confirms the

superiority of the MPR Weibull modelling approach.

Discussion

The various non-PH parametric approaches demonstrated above provide a rich alternative to the

usual Coxian assumptions which are frequently incorrect.
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Discrete Event Simulation Modelling for the Coxian Phase-Type

Distribution

Laura M. Boyle⇤1 and Adele H. Marshall1

1Centre for Statistical Science and Operational Research (CenSSOR), Queen’s University Belfast,

Northern Ireland
⇤Email: lboyle12@qub.ac.uk

Abstract: The demands on NHS Accident & Emergency services, in particular lengthy waiting times,

have recently been the subject of considerable media and government scrutiny. This research presents an

integrated modelling technique: combining the Coxian phase-type distribution with discrete event simulation

to model patient activity in A&E departments, thus allowing for various improvement strategies to be

evaluated.

Introduction

Hospital accident and emergency services play a crucial role in ensuring the e�cient delivery of

health care across the NHS. The growing demand for emergency care, amidst increasingly stretched

resources, is placing greater pressure on A&E services. Patients are consequently experiencing longer

waits in hospital for emergency treatment. The NHS performance target aims to ensure that 95%

of patients presenting to A&E should be seen in under four hours, but repeated failure to meet this

target is becoming a serious issue for many hospitals throughout the UK, particularly in Northern

Ireland. Recent figures from the NI Department of Health (Emergency Care Waiting Time Statistics,

Quarterly Report, DHSSPS, Dec 2014) show that in December 2014 only 64.4% of patients at

Belfast’s Royal Victoria Hospital A&E Department were seen within the target period. The research

presented herein introduces a model which combines the Coxian phase-type distribution with discrete

event simulation to allow the activity in A&E departments to be more accurately represented.

Methodology

A patient’s length of stay (LoS) in hospital is considered a reliable means of measuring the consump-

tion of hospital resources, Millard (1994). The Coxian phase-type distribution is described by Neuts

(1981) as representing the time until absorption of a finite Markov chain in continuous time, where

the stochastic process begins in a transient state and there is a single absorbing state. It has been

thoroughly documented in the literature that this distribution is particularly suited to representing

patient flow through hospital, with transient phases of the model corresponding to clinically mean-

ingful stages of care such as treatment or rehabilitation, (Vasilakis and Marshall, 2005). Discrete

Event Simulation (DES) is defined by Banks et al. (2010) as modelling the evolution of a system

over time, where changes in the state of the system occur at discrete time points. The instantaneous
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occurrences which cause state change in the simulation model (such as the arrival of a new patient)

are called events. Combining DES with the Coxian phase-type distribution will extend its modelling

capabilities by producing statistics such as time spent queuing and capacity. Simulation modelling

is a flexible technique, providing opportunity for experimentation with operational strategies such as

change of capacity, alteration of admission rates or cessation of discharges. Evaluation of various

‘what if’ scenarios of this nature allows the comparison of numerous potential strategies and their

impact on the hospital, thus providing a powerful tool for hospital management.

Conclusion

This research highlights the potential of combining the Coxian phase-type distribution with Discrete

Event Simulation modelling. Such an integrated approach will provide an accurate representation

of patient flow through the emergency department whilst facilitating the implementation and com-

parison of various improvement strategies. Application of the theoretical model will be applied to

data from the A&E departments of local hospitals in Belfast.
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Data Adaptive and Multi-Dimensional Statistical Techniques for

Estimation of Neural Networks with fMRI Time Series
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Abstract: We consider the problem of identifying the e↵ective connectivity of brain networks from func-

tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. We propose the use of vector autoregressive models along

with kernel based regression models of fMRI time series to make inferences about network connectivity

within the human brain.

Introduction

Currently there is much interest in identifying the neural networks that are believed to be the

foundation of the brain’s processing and activity. This network connectivity refers to the relationships

that exist between di↵erent regions of the brain, in the context of functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) it implies a quantifiable relationship between hemodynamic signals from di↵erent

voxels.

Methods

The intensity information is first divided into clustered regions of the brain (O’Sullivan 2006). We

then focus our analysis on the few aggregated regions of interest related to particular brain processes.

A Gaussian-kernel model (Rosenblatt 1956) was then fitted to each region of the form
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where Y

i,t

is the intensity at voxel i and time point t. The change in parameter values over time of

this model indicates the movement of intensity from one region of the brain to another. Furthermore,

changes in variance within a specific region can be used to predict similar changes in other regions

at future time points.

Additionally a vector auto-regressive model (Lutkepohl 1991), period 1, was fitted to the segmented

data to determine which clusters have significant predictive power to their future values (i.e. the

clusters with a non-zero regression coe�cient).
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Results

An example study shows that an estimated network can be determined of the brain’s signal processing

as shown in Figure 1.

Discussion/Conclusion

Connectivity assessment is important to understanding the fundamental processes of the brain and

also for characterizing some neurological diseases. It is hoped that this work will benefit the field of

neuroimaging and aid in the classification of these neurological disorders.

Figure 1: Coronal Image of fMRI data (Top Left). Time courses of the brain clusters which are
significantly correlated to input signal (Bottom Left). Estimated Network of those clusters (Right)
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Tooth Wear in Children
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Abstract: The aim of variable selection is to identify a subset of variables that together best describe

and predict changes in the outcome. Problems are encountered in variable selection when the number

of predictors is large and the number of observations is small (large p, small n). Demographic, clinical

and dietary information has been gathered for a sample of children at three time points since 2000. The

outcome variable, presence of tooth wear is measured as a binary variable. A binary logistic regression

model is used and techniques (LASSO and Elastic Net) have been identified and examined for suitability

in variable selection of risk factors of tooth wear.

Introduction

Tooth wear is an all-encompassing term describing the non-carious loss from the surface of the tooth

due to attrition, abrasion or erosion. Attrition is the mechanical wearing of tooth against tooth,

abrasion is the wearing of the tooth surface caused by friction and erosion is the wearing by an

acid which dissolves enamel and dentine (Smith 1989). In this study, binary logistic regression is

employed to identify possible risk factors for tooth wear in adolescents from their childhood and from

current behaviours. The problem of subset selection is one of the most pervasive model selection

problems in statistical applications (George 2000). Selection of a particular subset is made more

di�cult when the set of potential explanatory variables is large and when this set may contain many

redundant variables. Further adding to the di�culties is the correlation between many potential

variables.

Methods

Presence of tooth wear in 68 children at 14 years old is determined. Other clinical, demographic

and dietary data has also been collected over time (5, 12 & 14 years old). Binary logistic regression

is required to model tooth wear with potential risk factors. Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection

Operator (LASSO)(Tibshirani 1996) and some univariate analyses of the data was employed to

identify risk factors from the large number of potential explanatory variables. Results from these

variable selection techniques were compared. The LASSO was implemented using the R package

GLMNET.
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Results

The LASSO variable selection technique identified a number of key risk factors. Variables from

individuals’ childhood such as type of drinks consumed, consumption of citrus and fresh fruits, usual

method of drinking, previous tooth wear and tooth brushing habits among others were identified.

Other variable selection techniques such as the Elastic Net also make a similar selection. Vari-

ables chosen early in the selection process are consistent between the di↵erent techniques and with

variables identified from the univariate analyses.

Conclusion

LASSO was successful in the selection of risk factors of tooth wear and similar subsets were selected

across the di↵erent techniques utilised. Risk factors chosen appear to coincide with documented

causes of tooth wear. LASSO was able to select a subset of authentic variables in the prediction of

tooth wear from the large number of potential explanatory variables available.
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Abstract: In healthcare modelling, previous research has shown that there exists a relationship between

the dynamic nature of an individual’s longitudinal response and the time until some event occurs, e.g.

death. As such, various approaches have been developed over the years in order to incorporate the time-

varying response of an individual within an appropriate survival model. The purpose of this study is to

compare the three most commonly employed methods: (i) the extended (or time-dependent) Cox model,

(ii) the two-stage approach to longitudinal and survival data, and (iii) the joint likelihood approach. This

research will highlight the advantages of the more sophisticated joint model when evaluating the e↵ect of

an individual’s endogenous covariates on the time-to-event.

The techniques explored shall be illustrated using a dataset of individuals su↵ering from chronic kidney

disease (CKD) where there is interest in both the time-varying nature of various kidney disease biomarkers

and their e↵ect on time until death.

Introduction

Within the fields of public health and epidemiology it is becoming increasingly more common to

take multiple observations on an individual’s state or condition through time in what is known as

a longitudinal study. Such studies o↵er a host of benefits as the repeated measures can be utilised

to generate not only a population-average trajectory for some response variable over time but also

individual-specific trajectories, achieved by fitting a mixed e↵ects model (Laird & Ware, 1982).

It has previously been observed that there can exist a link between an individual’s longitudinal

response and their time-to-event. This can be of particular interest in a wide variety of healthcare

studies, for example in biomarker research where it is of interest to identify biomarkers which have

“strong prognostic capabilities for event time outcomes” (Rizopoulos, 2012). When the time-varying

nature of these biomarkers is not incorporated into the survival model then their true e↵ect on the

time-to-event is not accurately captured.

Renal centres across Northern Ireland collect multiple observations on various response variables

pertaining to the health state of individuals su↵ering from CKD. Anaemia, a condition whereby the

body has fewer red blood cells than normal, often occurs in such individuals and tends to worsen as

the CKD progresses. As a result, it is commonly observed that the levels of haemoglobin (a protein

molecule found in red blood cells) in CKD patients decrease as the disease advances.
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Methods

The aim of this study is to incorporate the individuals’ haemoglobin levels within a survival model

due to its strong predictive potential of time-to-event. Three approaches of doing so are explored;

(i) the extended Cox model, (ii) a two-stage and (iii) a joint likelihood approach, looking at how

they each handle the time-varying nature of the haemoglobin measures and assessing the validity of

the inferences drawn from the respective models.

The extended Cox model is an adaptation of the Cox proportional hazards model capable of han-

dling multiple observations per individual and evaluating the e↵ect of time-dependent exogenous

covariates. When endogenous covariates are included, however, the model is prone to error. The

two-stage approach attempts to correct this error by, in stage 1, modelling individuals longitudinal

response using a mixed e↵ects model and, in stage 2, incorporating this within a Cox PH model.

In doing so, the e↵ect of the longitudinal response on survival is accounted for. Finally, the joint

likelihood approach fits both the longitudinal and survival processes simultaneously, accounting for

the fact that they both have an influence on each other.

Conclusions

The repeat observations of haemoglobin made on each individual were found to be su�ciently

clustered, as indicated by an Intraclass Correlation Coe�cient of 0.25, justifying the use of the

mixed e↵ects model to represent the longitudinal process.

It was found, using all three joint analysis approaches, that haemoglobin was a significant predictor of

time to death, with the joint likelihood approach giving a more accurate representation of the e↵ect

of haemoglobin as the ‘true’ values (without measurement error) were appropriately incorporated.
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Abstract: A novel probabilistic algorithm for record linkage is described and applied to link laboratory

test results with mortality data for approximately 800,000 patients in the Irish Health System. The overall

linkage process is a multi-staged process that facilitates handling of missing identifiers, adjusts for arbitrary

correlation patterns, and reconciles one-to-one and many-to-many linkage problems. Record pairs from

di↵erent datasets that match are identified via a threshold method using posterior probabilities generated

from the model. Simulations demonstrate improved calibration of this posterior probability compared to

existing methods.

Introduction

Record linkage is concerned with techniques to link together two or more databases or sometimes to

remove duplicate records from a single database, in the case that no single unique identifier exists.

These techniques are of particular interest in medicine, where several related databases require linkage

to facilitate epidemiological studies in population health. Here, we consider such a two-stage linkage

problem. The first task involved linking together laboratory test results corresponding to the same

patient, from a combined set of 171,000,000 laboratory tests, from two large regional databases in

the Midwest and Northwest of Ireland from 1999 – 2013. Noisy demographic identifiers such as

name, date of birth, home address and supervising physician needed to be used for this linkage,

since no unique identifier was available. The second stage was to ascertain vital status of the linked-

patients during the period January 2007 – December 2012, via linkage with national mortality records

obtained from the Central Statistics O�ce (CSO).

Methods

The overall linkage algorithm was multi-staged – s is indicated in Figure 1. Suppose the two

databases, referred to as A and B, share K common variables (or fields). A crucial step relates to

tabulating the number of pairs of records, one record from A and one from B, that show each possible

agreement pattern over the K fields – and then converting these counts to posterior probabilities

that the records refer to the same person. More specifically, let z

i

= 0, 1 and 2 denote either a

di↵erence, equality or missingness for field i for a particular pair of records. M

z1z2...zK 2 {0, 1, 2}K ,

then denotes the number of record pairs showing the agreement pattern (z1z2 . . . z

K

) over the K
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fields. An initial data imputation, implemented via an EM algorithm, converts the counts M

z1z2...zK

to predicted counts of record pairs, ˆ

N

i1...iK with patterns (i1i2 . . . i

K

) 2 {0, 1}K that would be

observed if there was no missing data. In a second step, again implemented via EM algorithm, we

utilize a mixture log-linear model, applied to the predicted count vector ˆ

N

i1...iK , to convert a match

pattern (i1i2 . . . i

K

) to a posterior probability. This probability is then thresholded to decide which

pairs constitute matches.

Figure 1: Overview of linkage process

Results and Conclusions

Using the described algorithm, we linked together laboratory data for 784,296 patients in the Irish

Health System. A subsequent linkage with 149,548 mortality records over the calendar years 2007 –

2012 yielded 25,169 matches. A novel feature of our approach is the utilisation of log-linear models

to capture arbitrary dependence structures in the agreement patterns: (i1i2 . . . i

K

) 2 {0, 1}K .

Simulations suggest that explicitly modelling this dependence should improve the calibration of the

posterior probability in comparison to approaches where the components of the vector (i1i2 . . . i

K

)

are considered independent.
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Abstract: There were two main aims of this case study; (i) investigate early indicators of student dropout

among undergraduate students in University College Cork and (ii) to predict a students’ likelihood of

dropping out of their course at any stage of their student lifecycle. A range of analysis techniques were

employed to highlight key indicators of student dropout and to create a score of how likely a student was

to dropout. Analysis yielded a prediction accuracy of 70% upon university entry, 80% post 1st year and

83% post 2nd year. The key indicators were focused around academic performance and course selection.

Introduction

Over the past number of years, University College Cork has made large commitments and set out

goals to increase student retention with a special focus on 1st year retention rates. The strategic

plan outlined by University College Cork (2013) and in a mission based agreement with the Higher

Education Authority (2014) to tackle 1st year dropout from a number of perspectives including

Teaching & Learning and Student Experience.

The field of Educational Data Mining has emerged in the past few years evolving from research

and theory by Vincent Tinto (1975) in the 1970’s through to the introduction of learning manage-

ment systems, such as Blackboard (www.blackboard.com) in the 1990’s and 2000’s to dedicated

conferences and journals in the past 5 years (www.educationaldatamining.org).

Methods

The data used in this case study was primarily based around admissions information and demographic

details of each undergraduate student upon entry to the university. Three years of student intake data

was analysed in this case study, from the academic years 2004/2005, 2005/2006 and 2006/2007.

Over the course of the students’ lifecycle, we were able to add exam results data and feed that

into our models. The data was anonymised and each student was assigned a identifier code. Each

student had multiple rows in the data depending on the number of records they had. This data had

to be converted to one row per record for analysis purposes.

The statistical techniques employed in this project were logistic regression, Hosmer and Lemeshow
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(1989), elastic net logistic regression, Zuo and Hastie (2005), CHAID decision tree, Kass (1980),

C4.5 decision tree, Quinlan (1993) and random forests, Breiman (2001). The software used to

complete this range of analysis was BMDP (www.statsols.com), SAS v9.4 (www.sas.com) and

R v3.1.2 (www.r-project.org). Training and test datasets were created to build and test model

performance. Each method was compared on its predictive accuracy based on predictions on the

test data.

Results

After deploying multiple models across multiple software packages, very similar model performance

and analysis results were obtained across methods. In relation to the first objective of this case study,

key indicators related to student dropout in 1st year were firstly related to academic performance -

CAO points attained, CAO choice, course choice and course duration. The further into the student

lifecycle a student got, CAO information became less important and exam results became more

influential on the likelihood to drop out.

With regards to the second objective of this case study, to predict the likelihood of a student to drop

out of their course, (i) upon entry to university our model was 70% accurate, (ii) after 1st year our

model was 80% accurate and (iii) after 2nd our model was 83% accurate. These values remained

relatively stable across academic years 2004/2005, 2005/2006 and 2006/2007.

Conclusion

With knowledge of the key indicators that are driving student drop out, and a strong model per-

formance in predicting whether a student will drop out of their course or not, this empowers the

university to understand underlying reasons behind student drop out and to intervene with students

who have an indication of leaving their course and the university. This also helps the university

to build programmes and facilities to support students throughout their student lifecycle, and to

increase overall student retention rates.
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Abstract: The e�cacy and safety of new therapies/drugs are generally evaluated with the conduct of

regulated trials. Although there are numerous guidelines on the content, evaluation and reporting of the

statistical findings during these trials, there is a lack of practical guidelines on how to implement these

principles in practice. One such principle is the reproducibility of the statistical findings. In this presentation

we show a case study of the application of reproducible research in the analysis of clinical trials. In particular,

we describe the process of generating statistical reports from the time the data is received to the time the

report is finalised and delivered.

Introduction

Clinical trials are heavily regulated to protect the rights, safety and well-being of subjects, and to

assure the credibility of the results reported at the end and during the study. Examples of regulatory

environments are the Declaration of Helsinki (1965), Good Clinical Practice GCP (1991) and the

International Conference on Harmonisation ICH (1997). To comply with these regulations, all study

documents (protocol, data management plan, statistical analysis plan), data and procedures must

be traceable (who changed what, when and why). In addition to this, any reported findings should

be reproducible, to assure the replication of the results by independent investigators.

Clinical study report, a case study

The Biostatistics Unit of the CRF Galway has built a customised in-house state-of-the-art process

system that ensures a reproducible, transparent and validated streamlined and robust reporting

system in compliance with current regulations. The methodology is used from receipt of data export

from Data Management through analysis and validation to delivery of final statistical technical

report.

Free open source software R and RStudio is used. The system implements dynamic programming

embedding code and text in a single file using a tool in R called Sweave. Reports can be easily re-

generated when the data or analyses change (i.e. all of the results/tables/figures are automatically

updated). Figure 1 shows the typical structure of a folder containing the necessary files to produce

a final technical report of a clinical trial.

The system also incorporates version control, a system that records changes to files over time
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Figure 1: Structure of a folder containing final technical report files

so that specific versions can be recalled later allowing for complete transparency. Quality control

and validation is ensured by the independent writing of code by an independent statistician using

commercially validated software (Stata).

Discussion

The process presented here represents a statistical best practice approach that lays the groundwork

for continuous improvement in any Statistical and Data Management O�ce. Using the system

described above, a number of reports (Independent Data Monitoring Committees, interim analysis

and final technical reports) have been produced for several oncology trials in the country. A similar

strategy can also be applied to other Clinical Research Facilities.
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Abstract:

The estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR) of patients has become a standard measure of kidney

function which is used to monitor chronic kidney disease (CKD). Patients’ eGFR levels are monitored

frequently over time which produces a vast amount of longitudinal data. Due to the random nature of

the longitudinal data, stochastic modelling should prove significantly better in comparison with traditional

models [1]. The research presented in this paper will compare a mixed-e↵ects model with a Stochastic

mixed-e↵ects model by applying it to the prediction of patient eGFR levels.

Introduction

The estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) estimates the volume of blood that is filtered by

the kidneys over a given period of time. The volatile fluctuating nature of the change of a patients

kidney function, which is estimated using the eGFR, gives rise to the need for specialist care in some

cases. It is also known that CKD can be asymptomatic for many years which can lead to challenges

in prediction. It is due to this that longitudinal stochastic methods are evaluated in this research.

Methods

Stochastic models assume each individual executes a motion which is independent of all other

individuals motions. So, within this analysis, instead of describing a process which can only evolve

in one way, a stochastic process is chosen so there is some indeterminacy in prediction. To do this,

a time interval is introduced which is very small in comparison to observable time intervals but large

enough so that in two successive time intervals the motions conducted by an individual can be seen

as independent of one another. This leads to the following equation,

Yi(tij) = Xi(tij)� + Zi(tij)ui + Wi(tij) + ✏ij (1)

where Yi(tij) is the response of individual i at time t

ij

, Xi(tij)� represents fixed e↵ects, Zi(tij)ui

represents random e↵ects and ✏ij is an independent and identically distributed error. The Wi(tij)

defines the stochastic process where this component can follow a multitude of di↵erent methods

for stochastic modelling. For this case, we will be looking at brownian motion where a stochastic
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process S(t

ij

) is said to follow geometric brownian motion if it satisfies the following,

�S(t

ij

) = µS(t

ij

)�t + �S(t

ij

)dWi(tij) (2)

where µ represents the percentage drift and � represents the percentage volatility.

Results

The analysis into modelling the eGFR of patients can be seen in Table 1. This analysis is conducted

on 2087 patients with 11205 observations.

Table 1: Comparison of Models

Model Log-likelihood Parameters Computational Time (seconds)
LME 44880.16 10 0.13
LMES[2] 33058.17 11 237.29

In Table 1, ‘LME’ stands for Linear Mixed-e↵ects Model and ‘LMES’ stands for a Stochastic Mixed-

e↵ects Model calculated using the ‘lmenssp’ R package [2]. The Stochastic model is showing a

significant improvement on the Linear Mixed-e↵ects model where the log-likelihood ratio test is

highly significant (p-value<0.0001).

Conclusion

Stochastic models, although computationally expensive1, provide great insights into the analysis of

longitudinal data that is not captured by other methods. The stochastic nature combined with the

longitudinal aspect allows for patient variation and shows a significantly better model fit to the data.
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Abstract: Analysis of the association between the risk of arterial oxygen desaturation and conscious

sedation was performed in an oral surgery setting. Recurrent event survival techniques were applied to

investigate if several patient characteristics if any showed an association.

Introduction

Intravenous conscious sedation allows surgery to be performed with reduced pain and trauma to the

patient; however, hypoxemia resulting from oxygen desaturation for a sustained period of time is an

ever present risk. The identification of a risk group provides the opportunity for additional observance

and extra precautions to be provided for those most at risk. Previous papers have identified risk

factors during varying procedures and under the sedation of di↵erent medications. There has been

little analysis performed in an oral surgery context, with even less by the use of recurrent event

survival analysis methods. Recurrent events allow for the possibility of multiple contributions from

each patient to the dataset.

Methods

By implementing the Cox model, results were observed for the time to first occurrence of oxygen

desaturation or censorship for each patient, while multiple events per patient were observed. The

recurrent event models fitted can be seen as adaptations of the Cox model to allow for the possibility

of multiple events per patient, each with varying approaches to intra-subject event correlation. The

model by Andersen and Gill (1982) made adaptions to the standard Cox formula for use with

multivariate counting processes, by assuming that intra-subject events were independent. Varying

risk intervals were allowed for in the Prentice, Williams, and Peterson (1981) models with the risk

sets stratified by number of events experienced to date. The conditional frailty model introduced by

Box-Ste↵ensmeier and De Boef (2006) allowed for the prospect of heterogeneity between patients

to exist. The event of interest for each of these models was when the subject’s peripheral arterial

oxygen saturation dropped below 94%.
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Results

The Cox model did not identify any potential risk factors. Due to lack of accommodation for the

possibility of multiple events per patient the Cox model was identified as a bad fit for this data. Two

forms of the Andersen-Gill (AG) model were implemented, the standard fit and a fit with robust

“sandwich” variance. The standard AG model identified the American Society of Anesthesiologists’

(ASA) physical status ranking of the patient and the patient’s diastolic blood pressure immediately

prior to treatment as potential risk factors. The robust AG fit identified only the ASA ranking of the

patient as a potential risk factor. Due to its adjustment for intra-subject correlation the robust fit

was deemed more appropriate for the current data. The Prentice, Williams and Peterson gap time

and total time models were applicable in this circumstance. Both models identified ASA ranking as

the sole potential risk factor. The conditional frailty model was fit with both gamma and lognormal

random e↵ects. Similar results to the previous three models were observed with ASA ranking of the

patient the only potential risk factor.

Conclusion

Consistent with previous papers, on di↵ering surgical procedures and sedative drugs, patients with

higher ASA ranking of II were found to have an increased risk of experiencing oxygen desaturation

than patients with an ASA ranking of I. Despite each model having di↵erent assumptions about

and adjustments for intra-subject correlations the overall risk factors identified by the models were

consistent.
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Abstract: We provide methods for determining the repeatability of airborne electromagnetic surveys when

conducted at di↵erent altitudes over a number of repeated flights. Our data arise from the TELLUS

project carried out by the Geological Survey of Ireland and Northern Ireland. After considering a number

of issues with the data, we propose two di↵erent models from the functional data analysis literature; a

Weiner process with random e↵ects, and a penalised spline smoother. Both arrive at the same conclusion

regarding repeatability of the data; results obtained are more repeatable for flights at lower altitudes.

Introduction

The Geological Survey of Ireland, along with the Geological Survey of Northern Ireland, carried out

an airborne electromagnetic (AEM) survey to interpret subsurface geology over six counties in Ireland

close to the border with Northern Ireland as part of a larger project known as the Tellus Border

project (www.tellusborder.eu). The main output is the apparent resistivity which can be calculated

from the raw AEM data and is amenable to interpretation in terms of geology. An important part

of the quality-control aspect of the Tellus project was to determine the optimum altitude for the

aircraft at which to fly to give the most repeatable resistivity results.

Data Cleaning and Exploratory Analysis

Five test flights were flown along a 6 km test line and each of these flew at 7 di↵erent target

altitudes collecting data at approximately 6m intervals. Measurements were collected at four di↵er-

ent frequencies. Observations which were over the sea or where the aircraft may have been blown

o↵-course were removed as outliers.

Examination of the weather records for the days of the flights and of locations of power-lines showed

nothing unusual which might have impacted on the results. Actual altitudes flown showed no pattern

of increasing nor decreasing standard deviation at the di↵erent target altitudes.
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Models

Two di↵erent Functional Data Analysis approaches, a Weiner Process and a Penalised Spline model

are used to build models for each flight’s resistivity and to quantify the variability between the dif-

ferent target altitude replicates. For the Weiner Process, we model the response as a continuous

time random walk in distance and include a random e↵ect to account for the discrepancy between

replicates at the same altitude. We fit the Wiener Process model using the Bayesian Hamiltonian

Monte Carlo package ‘stan’.

The second approach uses Penalised Splines on each of the altitude/replicate/frequency combina-

tions. We fit the spline model using the smooth.spline function in R.

The performance of both models is assessed using the Signal-to-Noise (SNR)ratio.

Results

The Weiner Process uses a holistic approach on all the data and results are less influenced by outlying

values. The spline method results in a smoother stochastic process and due to the flexibility of the

model, it fits the data better, but may overfit. Boxplots of the SNRs at 09KHz are shown in Figure

1 for all altitudes. These show clearly that the lower altitude flights have higher SNRs for both

models, indicating better repeatability.
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Figure 1: Boxplots of the signal to noise ratio for the Weiner Process (left panel) and the spline
models (right panel) by target altitude for each frequency.

Conclusions

Both models lead to the same conclusion which demonstrates that it is robust to the choice of

statistical model; lower altitude flights are more repeatable.
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Abstract: Temporal aspects of dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) still rely on compartmental

models to summarize functional kinetics of the injected radio-tracers in living tissues. Alternative novel

approaches with fewer physiological restrictions have been successfully applied for perfusion and glucose

metabolism PET studies (O’Sullivan et al 2014). This study shows the extension of the novel approaches to

multiple-drug resistance studies at the blood-brain barrier level using 11C-Verapamil PET studies. Previous

studies revealed inadequacies in the standard methods for understanding the metabolisation of this tracer

(Muzi et al 2009).

Introduction

Dynamic Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a nuclear medicine imaging technique that pro-

duces a 3-D image which provides spatio-temporal information of functional processes in the body.

Temporal analysis still relies on compartmental models as the standard for recovering impulse-

response function and summarizing functional kinetics of the injected radio-tracers in living tissues.

These standard models require some physiological assumptions which are fairly restrictive. In this

regard a more flexible approach has been developed to estimate the residue with fewer biological

constraints.

Methodology

The time-course for the signal activity of the tracer (TAC) is a combination of vascular delivery and

tissue retention e↵ects which complicate the interpretation of PET information. Kinetic analysis

is used to model the tissue concentration time (C
⌧

(t)) of the radioisotope by separating these

components. According to the theory of indicator dilutions it is expressed as

C

⌧

(t) = AIF ⌦R(t) = V

B

C

p

(t� �) + K

Z

t

0

R(t� s)C

p

(s� �)ds

The Residue function (R(t)) represents the amount of tracer remaining in the tissue and provides a

description of the kinetics measurable by the PET scan. The standard for this analysis is a parametric

approach that understands the body as a system divided into a series of compartments (figure a)

and approximates the residue as a mixture of exponentials (1) based on the assumptions of tissue
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homogeneity and instant mixing within compartments. The underlying biological complexity of the

compartments makes these assumptions di�cult to justify. Alternatively, considering the residue as a

survival function (2) provides an alternative approach to estimate it based on a piecewise linear form

(3) which has fewer physiological constraints. This analysis is focussed at the voxel-level estimation

of the residue functions by a mixture of basis residues optimised using a backwards elimination

technique to a PCA-based segmentation of the entire dataset.

R(t) =

X

i

⇡

i

e

��it (1)

R(t) = 1�
Z

t

0

h(⌧)d⌧ (2)

R

↵

(t) = 1�
X

j

↵

j

I

j

(t) (3)

Results

The residue functions are estimated for the di↵erent methods and the TACs fitted for some regions of

interest. Cross-validation of residuals is used for regional comparisons and evaluation of the fittings

(figure b). The biokinetics are summarized finding high correlation between the di↵erent approaches,

especially for flux and volume distribution parameters (figure c). The study finds statistical evidence

against the standard compartment models.

Conclusion

The work examines adaptive mixture models in verapamil PET studies as an alternative to com-

partmental techniques for recovering metabolic information with fewer physiological requirements.

Homogeneity is a key factor in the deviations between the models. Unknown metabolisation be-

haviour of verapamil can compromise the accuracy of conventional models.
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Figure 1: (a) Standard 2-compartments for Verapamil. (b) Model fit for the Choroid region and
cross-validation of residuals. (c) Tracer uptake image recovery of bioparameters and correlation.
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Background

Survival analysis methods play an important role in biostatistics, as they explains the e↵ect of di↵er-

ent treatments and risk factors. Every disease has its unique survival pattern and high-dimensional

space of predictors. The aim of this study is to apply several penalized regression methods to identify

a parsimonious set of predictors.

Methods

The data, collected by National Breat Cancer Research Institute, consists of 674 invasive breast

cancer patients from the West of Ireland diagnosed between 1999 and 2006 with many predictors.

Cox Proportional Hazard and three types of penalized regression models were fitted to the Complete

Case (patients with missing data in any of the predictors were excluded) for disease recurrence and

death. The first is L1 penalized regression called Lasso [R. Tibshirani,1996] which shrinks some

coe�cients and sets others to 0. The second is L2 penalized regression called Ridge [Hoerl,1970]

which is a continuous process that shrinks coe�cients, but does not set any coe�cients to 0. Unlike

lasso estimation, ridge regression conserves all parameters to construct the prediction model. The

third is L1�L2 penalised regression which called elastic net[Benner,2010]. The elastic net performs

feature selection and parameter estimation as the Lasso regression,but by adding L2 penalty it may

select more predictors than the Lasso regression.

Conclusion

The elastic net penalized regression model showed better prediction performance than Lasso and

Ridge penalized regression models. However due to the presence of missing values prediction perfor-

mance may be improved by using methods to estimate missing values. Multiple Imputation methods

will be applied as there is a high proportion of missing values present in the data and exclusion of

missing values leads to reduction in sample size (number of patients reduced from 647 to 104),

which reduces the precision of estimates and can lead to biased estimates. Multiple Imputation by

Chain Equation method [van Buuren,2012] will be applied to data and then the variable selection

by penelized regression techniques performed for imputed datasets.
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Abstract: Novel biomarkers have been shown to have the ability to predict those at risk for a coronary event.

The aim of this paper is to establish better estimation for input parameters for a decision-analytic Markov

model, to then combine with cost and QALY data to assess if the measurement of novel biomarkers (in

addition to current prevention strategies using traditional risk factors) can lead to cost-e↵ective strategies

for prevention. This paper focuses on the use of two approaches to populate a five-state Markov model

with transition probabilities for cardiovascular disease, using the FINRISK97 cohort.

Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is still highly prevalent within developed countries and it has been

shown that novel biomarkers such as C-reactive protein have the potential ability to predict who is

at risk for a coronary event. Decision-analytic models (DAMs) can be used to assess whether di↵erent

prevention strategies are not only e↵ective but cost-e↵ective. Within DAMs, Markov models have

often been used to quantify the movements of individuals between di↵erent health states over time,

where movements can be influenced by characteristics of the individuals as well as the prevention

strategies being applied. The aim of this paper is to outline the techniques to be used to populate a

DAM that assesses the cost-e↵ectiveness of adding novel biomarkers to existing prevention strategies

of CVD.

Methods

Using the FINRISK97 population cohort and the follow-up for coronary events, a multi-state Markov

model is built to describe movements between five di↵erent health states. The first approach for

calculating the transition rates involves performing a set of separate analyses each using a Cox

Proportional Hazards model for the di↵erent transition rates. In the second approach, all transitions

are examined in the one process using the R package ‘msm’. This method requires a set of initial

guesses to be suggested for parameter estimates in order to maximize the likelihood expression.

The two approaches are applied using covariates from the conventional risk indicators and novel

biomarkers. Transition probabilities for the multi-state model are then estimated from the transitions

rates based on a life-expectancy estimation approach, and are incorporated into the DAM. Since
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flows between di↵erent health states may be influenced by an individuals characteristics (including

novel biomarker information) and any prevention treatment received, di↵erent prevention strategies

will involve di↵erent flows between health states.

Results

In the first approach, considerable data manipulation was required to account for censoring in each

separate analysis. ‘Msm’ considers the overall likelihood expression, but it has di�culty fitting a

five state model, and convergence was more problematic due to the number of parameters being

estimated. In the second approach, the model assumes an exponential distribution which may need

altered to account for a di↵erent underlying distribution. One recommendation would be to use

the beta parameters from the first approach in the second approach for better initial guesses in the

‘msm’ model.

Discussion

Novel biomarkers have the potential to improve CVD risk prediction and their measurement may

o↵er an e↵ective and cost-e↵ective strategy of targeting subsequent prevention. Two approaches

for populating such a DAM have been outlined and although ‘msm’ has its limitations, it is a useful

tool for parameter estimation. The information from this research will be combined in the DAM

with cost data from di↵erent prevention treatments, to assess cost-e↵ectiveness.
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Abstract: This study describes the accelerometer assessed physical activity (PA) variability patterns and

the associations with the children’s weight status, gender and the school location during schooldays. Data

came from a cross sectional study in Cork, Ireland. Spline based smoothing was used to describe average

PA profiles. Functional principle component analysis (FPCA) was used to identify PA patterns. Results

showed there were clear patterns in PA average levels and variability by school location, gender and weight

status. PA promotion strategies targeting overweight boys during afterschool hours and overweight girls

throughout the day may be beneficial.

Introduction

Variability exists in school aged children’s physical activity (PA) due to the association with individual

and environmental characteristics. This study aimed to describe the accelerometer assessed PA

variability patterns and the associations with the children’s weight status, gender and the school

location during schooldays.

Methods

We used data came from a cross sectional study in Cork, Ireland. Triaxial accelerometer data

measured using Signal Magnitude Vectors (SVMgs) was collected for 7 consecutive days from 830

children aged 8–11 years. Spline based smoothing was used to describe average PA profiles. Func-

tional principle component analysis (FPCA) was used to identify PA patterns based on minute by

minute data for school hours (9:00am–3:00pm) and after-school hours (3:00pm–9:00pm) separately.

The percentage change in PA between school hours and after-school hours was analysed using a

linear mixed model after adjusting for weight status, gender and the school location.

Results

During school hours, there were distinct periods of high PA. Variation in the timing and magnitude

of peak activity levels were captured by first two functional principle components (FPCs) which

explained 49.2% (27.3% and 21.9%) variability. After school hours, the first two FPCs explained
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59.5% (43.1% and 16.4%) variability. The first FPC captured variation in average PA level through-

out the day, the second captured variation transition after 6:30pm. The di↵erence in the percentage

increase in PA after school was 24.5% for urban vs. rural schools. The increase in PA during af-

terschool time was particularly low for overweight boys (Figure 1). Compared with overweight girls,

normal weight boys, normal weight girls and overweight boys were 24%, 10% and 9% more active

during the schooldays.

Conclusion

There were clear patterns in PA average levels and variability by school location, gender and weight

status. PA promotion strategies targeting overweight boys during afterschool hours and overweight

girls throughout the day may be beneficial.

Figure 1: Smoothed PA profiles for four groups: normal weight boys (361), normal weight girls
(270), overweight boys (104) and overweight girls (92). Note: percentage increase in PA between
school hours and afterschool hours.
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Abstract: Recent studies suggest that although di↵erent anti-hypertensive-drug classes have similar e↵ects

in terms of reducing average BP levels, they have pronounced di↵erences in their ability to reduce BPV. As

a result there has been increased interest in the prognostic value of blood pressure variability, but this has

been limited to visit-to-visit variation. This study explores short-term variability (over 24-h) using di↵erent

summary measures and attempts to ascertain which index accurately captures BPV. In addition we explore

the association of these BPV measures with subclinical target organ damage.

Introduction

The prognostic value of long term blood pressure variability (BPV) in addition to mean blood pressure (BP)

has been receiving growing attention (Carlberg, B. and Lindholm, L.H., 2010). Long term BPV has been

associated with cardiovascular events but the prognostic significance of short-term BPV remains uncertain.

As uncertainty also remains as to which measure of variability most accurately describes short-term BPV,

this study explores di↵erent indices and investigates their relationship with subclinical target organ damage

(TOD).

Methods

We used data from the Mitchelstown Study, a cross-sectional study of Irish adults aged 47–73 years

(n = 2047). A subsample (1207) underwent 24-h ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM). As measures of

short-term BPV we estimated the standard deviation (SD), weighted standard deviation (wSD), coe�cient

of variation (CV) and average real variability (ARV). TOD was documented by microalbuminuria and ECG

left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH).

Results

There was no association found between any measure of BPV and LVH in both unadjusted and fully

adjusted logistic regression models. Similar analysis found ARV (24h, day and night), SD (day & night)

and wSD were all univariately associated with microalbuminuria and remained associated after adjustment
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for age, gender, smoking, BMI, diabetes and anti-hypertensive treatment. However, when the models were

further adjusted for mean BP the association did not persist for all indices.

Conclusion

Our findings illustrate choosing the appropriate summary measure which accurately captures short-term

BPV is di�cult. Despite discrepancies in values between the di↵erent measures there was no association

between any indexes of variability with TOD measures after adjustment for mean BP.
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Abstract: Grass growth models can be a useful tool for farmers to help to manage their resources and

increase profitability. Historical weather information has previously been used to predict grass growth but

forecasted weather information may provide additional explanatory power. The purpose of this study is to

examine forecast and observed meteorological data for 25 Irish weather stations to quantify uncertainty

and identify biases in the forecast across a range of weather parameters that are relevant to grass growth

such as temperature and precipitation. We found that temperature variables were well forecasted even up

to a 10 day forecast period and that they displayed systematic and predictable biases. Precipitation was

less well forecasted and biases were more complex.

Introduction

Optimum grass utilisation is an integral part of increasing profitability in agriculture, and grass growth

models can be useful to aid farmers with their management decisions. Historical weather data has

previously been incorporated into grass growth models (Hurtado-Uria et al. 2013) but including

weather forecast variables may improve predictions. Before incorporating weather forecasts into

such models, it is necessary to assess the forecast performance. We compared forecast and observed

meteorological data in 25 Irish sites over seven years to quantify uncertainty and to identify any

spatial or temporal biases in Irish weather forecasting.

Methods

A database of observed and forecast meteorological data for 25 Irish locations from 2007 to 2013 was

collated for precipitation, and mean, maximum and minimum temperature. The forecasts variables

were obtained from the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) deter-

ministic high-resolution 10-day forecast and the day-1 to day-10 forecast periods were examined.

The observation variables were the daily observations from 25 Met Éireann synoptic stations.

The forecast and observations were initially compared using a number of comparison statistics such

as correlation, mean systematic bias (MSB) and root mean squared error (RMSE) (Joli↵e and
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Stephenson 2011). The forecast accuracy for each weather variable was also assessed to identify

any spatial or temporal trends. When systematic biases were identified, a bias correction was applied

to the forecasts and the accuracy of the bias corrected forecasts was assessed.

Results

The precipitation forecasts displayed strong uncertainty, with correlations values in 2013, for exam-

ple, ranging from 0.81 for day-1 to 0.13 for day-10 forecasts considered across all stations. The

temperature forecasts were more reliable; in 2013 mean temperature had correlation values from

0.98 for day-1 to 0.84 for day-10 forecasts.

Each of the temperature forecast variables displayed systematic biases and forecast quality was

improved for each after a simple bias correction. Maximum temperature forecast consistently under-

predicted observed by more than 2oC, while minimum and mean temperature had biases of smaller

magnitude. However the bias of precipitation forecasts was more complex and no systematic bias

was identified.

Conclusion and discussion

It was not surprising that temperature forecasts were more accurate than the precipitation forecast

for a number of reasons. Firstly, the weather processes associated with precipitation usually occur

over shorter time periods than temperature. Also precipitation can be localised making it hard to

predict, while temperature is more homogeneous over space and time. Ultimately, the findings of

this forecast verification will be incorporated into an operational grass growth model which will

account for future weather, site specific parameters and farm management factors and the model

will be tested on grass growth data collected from a selection of Irish farms.
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Abstract: Kwee et al (2011) demonstrated that hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) are particularly well

contrasted with fluorocholine (FCH) when imaged with Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Dynamic

imaging of liver cancer patients provides detailed information on metabolic activity in the volume of interest

(in terms of blood volume, flux, flow and other kinetic features), with obvious statistical benefits over static

imaging data, but requires typical scanning times of around 40 minutes. A numerical analysis was carried

out that suggests it is possible to optimise scanning durations, in a way to ensure sustained analytic accuracy

whilst reducing patient discomfort and associated scanning costs.

Introduction

Detailed kinetic modelling of FCH-PET uptake in volumes of interest (typically tumour versus healthy

tissue regions) provides an analysis of time course information that yields a metabolic description

in terms of blood volume, flow, flux, and retention patterns. Such quantitative profiles were found

to correlate with clinical assessment, making them useful in terms of tumour characterisation with

direct implications in terms of patient treatment (Kwee et al (2011), Muzi et al (2012)).

Method

A Monte-Carlo analysis of simulated data based on a two-compartment kinetic model (Muzi et al

(2012)) that was calibrated against a pilot liver study was carried out (Figure 1A,B). The sampling

distributions of kinetic summaries were compared for standard- and short-duration scanning times

for finite-sample properties.

Results

A reduced scanning time of 25 minutes was found to preserve bias and mean squared error properties

for the estimation of blood density, volume, flow and flux parameters (Figure 1C), for a range of

signal-to-noise ratios.
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Figure 1: A: CT and PET scans of liver metastases. B: Arterial Input Function (input tracer
activity), tumour activity and liver activity over the duration of the dynamic PET scanning process.
C: Variation of the Mean Square Error associated with kinetic parameters of interest over time for
various SNR levels.

Conclusion

These encouraging experimental results prompt further investigations on larger patient cohorts. This

will be the topic of focus at short-term. Statistical evaluation will be carried out to assess the clinical

relevance and impact of the analytical treatment of shortened scanning times. Positive results would

have obvious direct and positive implications in terms of clinical practice.

[Research supported by SFI-PI 11/1027 and NIH/NCI ROI-CA-65537.]
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Abstract: This work reports on observed components of variation in dynamic data acquired from cylindrical

phantoms measured in clinically used PET tomographs including 21 GE and 7 Siemens devices. The study

was conducted by the American College of Radiology Imaging Network (ACRIN). Voxel-level data sampled

in the interior of the phantom volume is used to develop estimates for bias, variance and spatial correlation.

While there is little overall di↵erence between the axial, radial and temporal variance patterns of the GE

and Siemens scanners, we see a marked di↵erence in the degree of persistence in the axial auto-correlation

patterns. Phantom based bias and variance profiles provide an opportunity to improve the statistical

understanding of ROI data summaries, particularly whenever the ROI has a significant axial or radial

extent. Thus information from routine phantom scanning may practically enhance the value of information

recovered for patient studies.

Introduction

American College of Radiology Imaging Network (ACRIN) co-ordinated a series of dynamic phantom

studies on PET scanners used by a set of institutions engaged in clinical cancer imaging. Scans

were acquired and reconstructed in 3-D mode using site-specific choices for the various algorithm

reconstruction parameters. Our work focuses on components of random variation in the acquired

data. The voxel-level data sampled in the interior of the phantom volume are used to examine

bias, variance and spatial correlation. This gives a direct empirical understanding of the statistical

characteristics of operational scanning data and also could be used to explore factors that may be

associated with variation in these attributes across scanners and institutions.

Methodology

The voxel-level data (expressed as a fraction of the injected dose per voxel) in the (i, j)’th pixel of

the k’th slice at time t is represented by z

ijkt

. In the absence of systematic error, the z-values should

expectation of unity. The mean deviation of the z-data from unity represents bias. We model the

mean of the z-data as a product of a radial (u
r

), axial (u
k

), and temporal (u
t

) e↵ects. The radial

and axial e↵ects are a function of the radial and axial distance of the voxel from the centre of the
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scanner. An iterative procedure is used to estimate these e↵ects. For assessment of variance, we

rescale the z-data to remove bias to give values

e
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= z
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)� 1

and model the variance as a product of a radial (�
r

2), axial (�
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2) and temporal (�
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2) e↵ects. These

are again estimated by an iterative procedure. The standardized data are produced as
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Spatial auto-correlation of the ẽ-values is assessed in the axial (slice-to-slice) as well within-slice (in

the transverse x- and y-directions).

Results

Figure 1 shows bias and SD of 28 Siemens (red) and GE (blue) scanners as function of normalized

axial and radial location. Boxplots of 28 Siemens (red) and GE (blue) autocorrelation as function of

normalized axial and transaxial distance. There is a strong correlation on SD and axial, which means

low SD in axial centre and high SD in axial edge, while bias shows no axial pattern. The radial SD

decreases slightly from the slice centre to the edge, whereas the radial bias shows non-significant

pattern (Fig. 1).

Conclusion

The ACRIN data demonstrate appreciable temporal, axial, and radial variation in the reliability of

reconstructed scan data. The temporal e↵ects are mostly a function of decay and frame duration.

Axial variation corresponds to reduction in the available numbers of cross-planes towards to the

edge of the scanner. The radial e↵ects are perhaps mostly a function of attenuation correction.

While there is little overall di↵erence between the axial , radial and temporal variance patterns of

the GE and Siemens scanners, we see a marked di↵erence in the degree of persistence in the axial

auto-correlation patterns.
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Figure 1: Estimated axial (�
k

) and radial (�
r

) bias and standard deviation for 28 sites classified by
2 di↵erent manufacturers. (21 GE, 7 Siemens)
Insert plots: Average bias and SD for GE and Siemens scanners.
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Abstract: Compartmental models are widely used to separate the flow and retention characteristics

of PET radiotracers in vivo. These models assume homogeneity of tissue, instant mixing within

compartments and that the tracer is a continuous and di↵erentiable function, which are often

questionable assumptions. In this work, we seek an alternative formulation of the impulse response to

the injected dose that does not depend on such strong requirements. This is based on nonparametric

modelling of the tissue residue functions, which assumes that the residue is piecewise constant within

time bins.

Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) with 11C-thymidine (TdR) as a radiotracer is used to quantify

cell proliferation and DNA synthesis in a variety of cancer types including malignant brain tumours.

Given time-dependent records of the tracer activity in blood and tissue, parametric compartment

models are frequently used to describe the mechanisms for transfer and metabolism. Although these

models are widely used, they rely on questionable assumptions, which can be di�cult to justify. In

this work we examine an alternative modelling procedure, based on nonparametric statistics, which

is developed to alleviate these restricting assumptions (Hawe et al., 2012).

Methodology

We consider using a nonparametric, multiple-input function model of the tracer kinetics, for the

quantification of dynamic TdR data (Figure 1). This model relies on a piecewise constant function

of the time course information. Its calibration yields a data-adaptive representation of the retention

of tracer in tissue (Hawe et al., 2012), as opposed to compartmental models which impose a strict

shape (Wells et al., 2002). Simulations were undertaken to examine the e�cacy of the multiple-

input compartmental and nonparametric models and also to gain an understanding of the rates of

convergence of the output kinetic parameters of interest. In TdR-PET studies, the key parameter

of interest is the thymidine flux constant. Comparisons between the models are performed by cross

validation.
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Results

Residual analysis shows non-constant variance for the compartment model, which leads one to

conclude the validity of the model is questionable. Performance analysis of the nonparametric

alternative suggests it is a relevant candidate alternative for the estimation of flux as imaged by

TdR. Further numerical analyses were carried out to compare the models considered in terms of

estimation bias and variance.

Conclusion

The use of 11C-thymidine in clinical practice is growing with the rising interest of physicians for

novel techniques for quantitation of DNA synthesis and cell proliferation. Innovative kinetic models

that are able to adapt to the particular metabolic structure associated with this PET tracer will be

key in using PET imaging information to its full potential.

Figure 1. Left: time activity course observed for a given voxel (dots), along with model fits

obtained from the reference (red) and nonparametric (green) methods and an example transverse

slice of the 11C-thymidine uptake in the patient’s brain (incrusted). Right: an illustration of the

multiple-input representation of the 11C-thymidine tracer kinetics in vivo.
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Abstract: The cluster e↵ect is seen in many medical studies. It causes an underestimation of standard

errors. It is measured using the intra-cluster correlation (ICC). There are many methods for calculating the

ICC. The methods depend on the type and nature of the data. This study compares various methods and

calculates the Design E↵ect, which accounts for the cluster e↵ects.

Rationale

Many studies use cluster sampling. This is more time and cost e�cient than simple random sampling (SRS).

As well as being more complex to design, cluster samples require more participants than SRS. Similarities

among subjects within clusters reduces the variability of the responses from a cluster. If statistics meant

for SRS are used in clustered studies, they will underestimate the standard errors. This is known as the

cluster e↵ect and it is measured using the intra-cluster correlation coe�cient (Campbell et al 2000).

In this study we will be analysing the cluster e↵ect in children’s oral health data which was taken as a

cluster sample within schools in Ireland. The variables analysed are whether or not the child was caries free

(CF) and the child’s number of decay missing and filled teeth (DMFT).

Objectives

This study sought to: calculate the ICC for DMFT and CF using di↵erent methods, compare the results

across variables and age groups and calculate the design e↵ect for each variable

Method

The North South Survey of Children’s Oral Health was carried out in Ireland in 2001 and 2002. The

children were selected using a stratified and clustered sampling technique based on age, gender, school and

whether or not the school was in a fluoridated area. The children chosen were approximately aged five,

eight, twelve and fifteen (Crowley et al., 2006). We received part of the data from this survey. We each

worked on a di↵erent geographical location. The ICC for DMFT was calculated using 7155 observations.

The ICC for CF was calculated using 10604 observations.

The ICC, is a measure of the relatedness of clustered data. It compares the variance within the clusters

(�2
w

) with the variance between clusters (�2
b

). It is commonly signified as ⇢.
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b

�2
b

+ �2
w

Over twelve di↵erent methods to calculate ICC were found in the literature review and in this study

we applied nine of these: ANOVA, hierarchical linear models, Kruskal-Wallis, moment, quasi-likelihood,

pseudo-likelihood, generalised estimating equations, logistic normal estimator and beta-binomial estimator.

Once this was done the design e↵ect (DEFF) was calculated using the formula below where n is the mean

school size:

DEFF = 1 + (n� 1)⇥ ⇢

By multiplying the conventional sample size by DEFF, we arrive at an appropriately inflated sample size,

compensating for the cluster e↵ect (Campbell et al., 2000).

Results

For DMFT there was very little variation in ICC estimates across methods except for in the case of 12 year

olds where the GEE estimate lay far below the estimates from the other methods. All ICC estimates were

close to zero meaning there was almost no correlation between children’s DMFT scores within schools.

For CF there was a very small cluster e↵ect. For every method applied 15 year olds had the lowest ICC.

For all methods except the Random E↵ects Model with a Logit link 12 year olds had the highest ICC. For

the Random E↵ects model with a logit link, 8 year olds had the highest ICC. There was very little variation

in ICC estimates across methods for all age groups. All measures were close to zero meaning there was

almost no correlation between whether or not children are caries free and the school they attend.

Using the mean ICC estimates across each variable, the design e↵ect was calculated. These are shown in

Figure 1. Interpretation: For a random sample of 1000 people, in the case of 5 year old DMFT where the

design e↵ect is 1.41, you would need a cluster sample size of 1410 to retain the same statistical power.

Figure 1: Mean Design E↵ect by Age Group by Variable
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Conclusion and Recommendation

The ICC values across all ages were low indicating that there was not a strong cluster e↵ect in this data.

ICC and DEFF values di↵ered greatly across variables and age groups. This indicated that one overall ICC

or DEFF value would not be suitable. The ICC value was not always indicative of the DEFF. The type and

nature of the data should be considered when deciding what ICC to use and that di↵erent ICC’s need to

be applied to di↵erent age groups.
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Abstract: We consider the problem of simulating network data over multiple timepoints with n actors

and m possible strategies. We approach this as a primarily Bayesian problem, with actors having a certain

probability of choosing each strategy each round, and updating that strategy according to the outcome of

the round. This was repeated over multiple timepoints until the simulated experiment was ended. The

data was recorded and compared in various manners with the observed experimental data.

Introduction

There is currently a significant increase in interest in identifying and analysing networks and their

statistical properties. This network connectivity can refer to many di↵erent possible types of network

e.g., social or professional networks, the World Wide Web, a sewage system, etc.

However, while there has been considerable e↵ort expended with regards to attempting to identify

networks in a single time point dataset, there has been little work done on analysing multi-timepoint

datasets. This is due in part to the complexity of the analysis and in part due to the lack of data.

For this reason, we attempt to augment our experimental data with simulated data. We compare

the simulated and experimental outcomes to test the validity of the simulated data over various

degrees of granularity e.g., overall outcome, outcome at each round, outcome per player, etc.

Methods

The experimental methodology was based on the paper of Callander and Plott (Callander, S and

Plott, C.R, 2005), in which they test how well people form e�cient networks given certain conditions.

We carried out our own experiments based on their methods, then generated simulated data to help

our analysis.

The dataset simulation was undertaken using a combination of game theory decision making pro-

cesses and Bayesian updating probabilities. Each player was assigned a vector of probabilities corre-

sponding to the probability of them choosing a particular strategy for a timepoint. Possible strategies

included: Long-term E�ciency, which corresponded to taking the view that the optimal choice was

the one which, if everyone were to follow it, would result in the most e�cient network for the player;

Short-term E�ciency, which corresponded to the view that the optimal choice was the option which,

given the current information, would maximise their own person value at the next timepoint; Ran-
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dom, which corresponded to a person not knowing or not being able to decide what outcome they

wanted, or how to achieve it, and e↵ectively making connections at random. These corresponded

with observed strategies of players during experiments.

This vector of probabilities was then updated at each timepoint, taking into account the moves of

each player at the previous timepoint. This was done using a Bayesian approach — if the probability

of their outcome for that round was high, given the strategy chosen (even if the outcome itself

was relatively poor), then they would be more likely to continue with that strategy. However, if it

were not yielding expected results continually, they would become more likely to choose alternative

strategies (Gamal, M.A. and Grether, D.M., 1995).

Results

We were able to identify generate data whose overall distribution matched the distribution of the

observed datasets. A more granular analysis was undertaken to compare the observed dataset results

for individual simulated players with individual real players, to test the hypothesis that the underlying

Bayesian approach was strong, the results suggest people are Bayesian in their decision making.

Discussion and Conclusions

Network analysis is important in every area of human interaction, as well as innumerable other fields

(e.g., google searches, World Wide Web connectivity, etc.). Developing statistical tools with which

to simulate data has obvious uses with regard to the generation of statistical tools to help us analyse

and predict observed behaviours present in networks. Successfully mimicking the distribution of

e�ciencies present in the real data was the first step towards such simulations.
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Abstract: Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is a major global public health problem. It is 100 times more infectious

that the AIDS virus. Worldwide, an estimated 2 billion people have been infected with HBV and more than

350 million have chronic hepatitis B, which can lead to cirrhosis, liver failure and hepatocellular carcinoma,

resulting in one million deaths each year. Accurate detection of HBV is essential for managing the disease.

In this study we determine the lower limit of detection (LLOD), the viral load at which a 95% detection

rate is achieved.

Introduction

Hepatitis B (CDC, 2010) is a contagious disease that a↵ects liver function resulting from infection

with the Hepatitis B virus (HBV). Acute infection is a short-term illness ranging in severity from a

very mild illness with few symptoms to a serious condition requiring hospitalization. Acute Hepatitis

B occurs within the first 6 months after exposure to HBV, and during this period some patients

may successfully clear the virus. For others, the infection remains and leads to a chronic, or lifelong,

illness. Currently, there is no known cure for chronic HBV infection. Chronic infection leads to

reduced liver function, liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (Oakes, 2014). Approximately

30% of the world’s population shows serological evidence of current or past HBV infection (Trépo

et al., 2014). Detection of the virus is critical to the management of the disease and the prevention

of its spread.

Detection involves testing of a peripheral blood plasma sample for the amount of virus material

present (Viral Load (VL), IU/ml) and in this study the tests results are qualitatively described as

a positive response (virus detected) or Target Not Detected (TND). Detection varies with VL and

at the lower levels of VL becomes uncertain. This study determined the lower limit of detection

(LLOD), the VL required to achieve a 95% detection (hit) rate for this laboratory.

Method

The laboratory tested, using COBAS R� AmpliPrep/COBAS R� TaqMan R� HBV Test, version 2.0

(v2.0), independently validated third party proficiency controls in which the VLs had been identified.

Qualitative data collected prospectively since 2005 provided, the number of replicates tested (14
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– 31) at each VL (0.01 – 4,000 IU/ml) and the number of these that tested positive. LLOD was

estimated by fitting a probit model, P

i

= �(�0 + �1 log10 V L

i

) where P

i

is the hit rate, � is the

cumulative standard normal distribution, �0 is the intercept and �1 is the slope. Model parameters

were estimated by Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Pearson’s chi-square goodness-of-fit (GOF) test

assessed model fit. Statistical significance was determined using p < 0.05. Clinical significance was

defined as ±0.2 log10 IU/ml by the laboratory and ±0.5 log10 IU/ml by a health care professional.

Results

We estimated the LLOD as 8.9 IU/ml [95% CI: 5.6, 19.0 IU/ml]; 0.95 log10IU/ml [95% CI: (0.75,

1.28 log10IU/ml]. The manufacturer’s stated LLOD was 9 IU/ml [95% CI: 6.80, 12.10 IU/ml];

0.95 log10IU/ml [95% CI: 0.83, 1.09 log10IU/ml]. The di↵erence between LLOD’s was not statisti-

cally or clinically significant. Pearson’s chi-square GOF test confirmed the model fit (p > 0.05).

Conclusion

The LLOD for the laboratory was comparable to the manufacturers, and is performing within es-

tablished criteria. However, the findings suggest that a power calculation should be conducted to

inform the number of replicates tested at each VL, and that more levels in a restricted range of VLs

(1 – 30 IU/ml) should be examined to improve the estimation of the LLOD.
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Abstract: We set out to investigate the e↵ect of decriminalization of suicide in 1993 on suicide deaths. We

applied a range of data count models to investigate the extent of such e↵ect. We moved on to investigate

the suitability of linear autoregressive models together with the classical ARIMAX model. The standard

negative binomial fitted well with useful interpretability. ARIMAX fit was superior, however they assumed

normality and inclusion of an o↵set term was problematic

Introduction

Moving average and autoregressive Poisson modelling of time series data was proven to have many

advantages over standard event count models [Brandt et al 2000]. Moreover, it is claimed that

such models overcome the ine�ciency of standard time series analysis when the data are specifically

non-Gaussian [Brandt et al 2001]. Certainly, if systematic patterns of systematic dynamics are

not accounted for properly, any inferences made will be incorrect. Such problems were tackled,

somewhat dis-satisfactorily, by applying a standard Gaussian ARIMA anyway, applying a standard

negative binomial modelling of the count data, or by transformation prior to application of standard

time series analysis [King et al 1988,King et al 1989].

Methods

We utilized the suicide deaths count data in Ireland between 1970 and 2000. The data were requested

from the CSO vital statistics section. We carried out the intervention analysis by including a binary

variable for the e↵ect of the Decriminalization of Suicide Act that came into force in 1993, non-zero

from that year onward. Identification of the autoregressive model was carried out by investigating

the behaviour of the auto-correlation and the partial autocorrelation functions. We applied standard

Poisson and negative binomials, autoregressive Poisson and negative binomial models to the suicide

deaths count data with an o↵set term to account for the population count. We also applied and
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ARIMAX model to the suicide data. Comparison between models was carried out based on fulfilment

of the underlying assumptions, log-likelihood calculation, and AIC index.

Results

Negative binomial models fitted the data better than their Poisson counterparts. The best fit in

the generalized linear regression models was for the standard negative binomial model. The suicide

act variable was statistically significant across the models fitted. However, the ARIMAX model was

superior in fit but at the expense of excluding the o↵set term. The suicide act variable significance

was not picked up by the ARIMAX model.

Conclusion

ARIMAX models are far superior in their fit to the suicide data, but they can only be useful in terms

of interpretation when applied to the suicide rate data. They assume normality of the count data

which is a particular hindrance to their use. Standard negative binomial regression was a better fit

than the autoregressive models. Inclusion of the o↵set term accounted for the e↵ect of population

well. These models, as they dont assume normality, can still be useful in terms of the suicide death

count data.
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Table 1: Comparing standard and autoregressive models with ARIMAX model for the 1970-2000 Irish

suicide data
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Abstract: In this poster we present a short historical tour of the options available for creating graphs from

base R through to recently developed R packages such as ggplot2 and rCharts. In addition, features of a

proprietary interactive visualization software package, Tableau, will be discussed.

Introduction

Various types of plots are used to display relationships between variables in a data set. Many tools

are available. While basic functionality in R allows for the creation of simple plots, this is inadequate

for more complex scenarios. R packages ggplot2 and rCharts provide an easy, flexible and elegant

way of dealing with such complex scenarios.

The ggplot2 package is an implementation of the grammar of graphics in R. It is designed to work

in a layered fashion, starting with a layer showing the raw data then adding layers of annotation and

statistical summaries. Plots can be built step by step from multiple data sources and a consistent

interface to map data to aesthetic attributes is provided. Examples of work undertaken using this

package will be shown.

rCharts is an R package which makes the process of creating, customizing and sharing interactive

visualizations easy using multiple JavaScript charting libraries. rCharts can be easily embedded into

html documents and Shiny applications. Examples of work done using this tool will also be given.

Displaying data as static graphs can be restrictive and is limited to answering simple questions.

There is a need to go beyond this, combining interactive graphs on a dashboard and adding filters

to dig deeper. For example, Tableau provides various visualization options for multiple measures

and dimensions allowing users to convey important insights to their data. One powerful feature of

Tableau is that it can be integrated with R incorporating statistical analysis in a drag-and-drop visual

analytics environment. Examples illustrating the importance of this feature will be demonstrated

through the plotting of Kaplan-Meier estimators and the fitting of smoothing splines — tasks that

could not be accomplished without the integration of R.

Conclusion

This poster illustrates the capabilities and unique features of ggplot2, rCharts and Tableau software

using various examples applied to real world problems.
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Figure 1: Smoothing Spline curve
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Abstract: This research on a pilot Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) study of a brain tumour patient

aims to determine whether interactions between two types of MRI signals may be captured in a way that

is relevant to the analysis of specific (ischemic) tissue characteristics of interest. The MRI signals used

in the study provide dual imaging of cerebral blood flow and oxygenation. Several multivariate statistical

modelling approaches are explored which include quantitative definitions of coherence of these signals.

This preliminary study proposes interpretable multivariate techniques that enable the potential of this

novel imaging strategy for enhanced clinical interpretation.

Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) o↵ers a range of modalities designed to highlight specific tissue

characteristics of interest. In particular, Blood Oxygen-Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast imaging

provides a summary of oxygenation levels in the volume of interest, and Arterial Spin Labeling

(ASL) imaging yields contrast images for the analysis of blood flow. Recent experimentations at the

University of Washington School of Medicine aimed at coupling these two types of signals in order

to explore their potential interactions and assess whether the resulting multivariate time courses may

correlate with brain ischemia, a sharp decrease in blood supply to the brain tissue that is typically

due to damaged or dysfunctional vascularisation of the concerned tissue and may result in tumour

hypoxia (Yang and Rosenberg (2011), Plannas (2013)).

Method

If BOLD contrast imaging is a standard technique used routinely, ASL imaging is much more rarely

used and remains mostly experimental. The analysis of intertwined ASL-BOLD time courses is thus

a novel challenge and it is unclear how coherence of these signals may be assessed, if it exists. We

explore a number of approaches to assess the possibility of extracting coherence information that

could be used to distinguish between acute and chronic forms of ischemia. Methods of interest

include univariate and multivariate time series modelling, as well as principal component analysis

and linear and quadratic discriminant analyses that are applied to statistical summaries of the time

courses.
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Results

Vector autoregressive models of low orders (typically 1 or 2) allow quantification of signal coherence

using the regression coe�cients (Table 1), and yield significant (p < 0.0001) separation of healthy

and tumour volumes based on ASL-BOLD interaction. Maps of blood supply profiles that overlap

with expert identification of hypoxic regions in the brain can also be obtained from various factor

analyses of statistical summaries that include an assessment of coherence based on cross-correlation.

Table 1: Temporal coherence between BOLD and ASL time courses for tumour and healthy regions
as assessed with a VAR(1) model, and corresponding proportion of volume voxels (points) for which
the coherence term was statistically significant.

Coherence Proportion significant

Contralateral (n = 733) �0.38(±0.12) 97.0%
Tumour (n = 211) �0.54(±0.17) 99.5%

Conclusion

This pilot study indicates that evaluation of ASL-BOLD coherence creates the opportunity to capture

patterns that are believed to align with brain ischemia. Linear interdependencies captured by vector

autoregressive models of low order on one hand, and simple statistical summaries of time course

data on another hand, may both be useful in identifying volumes of interest on the basis of di↵erent

blood supply patterns.

[Research supported by SFI-PI 11/1027 and NIH/NCI ROI-CA-65537.]
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Abstract: The rapid ageing of the world’s population coupled with the global rise in obesity rates means

that the overwhelming majority of new diabetes cases will be Type 2 Diabetes (T2D). Individuals with

low socioeconomic position (SEP) are at a greater risk of developing the disease. However, the underlying

mechanisms that cause this relationship have not been thoroughly investigated. A mediator analysis was

performed to identify individual factors that influence the relationship between SEP and T2D using 7,947

individuals, aged 50–75, from the ESTHER study. It was found that BMI explained the greatest amount

of the relationship in comparison to the other risk factors examined.

Introduction

The prevalence of T2D is growing at an alarming rate with vast increases in the number of individuals

su↵ering from the disease predicted for the future. The International Diabetes Federation (IDF)

predict a 53% increase in diabetes cases by 2035 and estimate that 1 in 2 people with diabetes do

not know that they su↵er from the disease. Although the prevalence of T2D is rising throughout the

entire population, the epidemic is increasing at a greater rate amongst individuals with lower SEP.

An inverse association between SEP and the risk of developing T2D has been concluded from various

studies (Demakakos et al., 2012) but the underlying reasons for the existence of this relationship

remains a key research agenda. The aim of this study is to examine the mediating role of various

individual factors on the relationship between SEP and T2D in a cohort of older adults.

Methods

Study subjects were participants in the ESTHER study, an on-going population-based cohort study

of older adults originating from Saarland, south west Germany. Individuals were recontacted after 5

and 8 years and education was used as the main indicator of SEP. In keeping with the model of Baron

and Kenny (1986), the direct association between education and incident T2D was determined (step

1). The association of the baseline potential mediators with education (step 2) and incident T2D

(step 3) were then investigated. Finally, the contribution of each individual mediating factor on

the relationship between education and incident T2D was calculated using the following formula:
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(HR
base model

� HR
adjusted model

)/(HR
base model

� 1) ⇥ 100% (step 4) where the base model adjusted

for age, gender and family history of diabetes. Step 4 was repeated using a time dependent Cox

model for the individual risk factors proven to be mediators.

Results

An inverse relationship was shown to exist between educational level and incident T2D (Medium

education HR=0.73, 95% CI 0.61-0.87; High education HR=0.52, 95% CI 0.36-0.76). BMI was

found to be the mediating factor that explained the greatest amount of the relationship between SEP

and T2D. Partaking in vigorous physical activity at least once a week (3%), baseline hypertension

(4%) and HDL cholesterol (7%) were also found to mediate and explain a proportion of the SEP-T2D

relationship. The results of the time dependent analysis proved to be insignificant.

Discussion

The results indicate that lower SEP is associated with an increased risk of T2D in older adults. This

analysis contributed successfully to the investigation of the mechanisms by which SEP a↵ects T2D

in older adults. Of the factors considered, BMI explained the largest proportion of the relationship,

accounting for approximately 20% of the association. The results of the analysis can help identify

interventions that aim to reduce socioeconomic inequalities in T2D in older adults. The results of

the time dependent analysis show that for a cohort of older adults the use of repeated measures

may not be required. However, if this method was used to investigate the relationship between SEP

and T2D in a younger cohort of individuals, it is possible that significant results would have been

found.
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Abstract: Online shopping has recently become part of our everyday experience and nowadays, more and

more people buy products via the internet. When finding a product of interest, consumers read the text

product review to gain an overview of its features. Classification of products based on text summaries

of their product description is an increasing area of activity and a very important commercial application.

Therefore, the development of a stand-alone classification method that automatically classifies products in

predefined or even new categories is a major challenge of today in Statistics.

Introduction

Online shopping is a form of electronic commerce which allows consumers to purchase products

from di↵erent sellers via the internet and is part of the daily experience of people around the world.

When finding a suggestive product, consumers usually read both the product review provided by

the own retailer and other consumers’ opinions, to get an overview of its features and performance.

Therefore, the text devoted to the product description turns into a highly relevant information in

online commerce. A very important part of online retail store analytics is the classification of products

based on text product summaries. Current classification is done manually, which is time-consuming

and prone to errors. The challenge at hand is to develop a stand-alone statistical classification

model, which can be used to provide brands with quick and insightful product classifications using

text information of products.

Methods

Existing reviews about statistical classification methods for automated text categorization indicate

that dominant approaches are Naive Bayes, SVM, kNN’s and decision trees (Sebastiani, F.(2002),

Khan, A. et al. (2010)). We propose to establish a comparison of all these methods, also analyzing

the performance of random forests and multinomial logistic regression. Before applying the classi-

fication methods, the text of product summaries must be preprocessed to remove non-informative

symbols and words. The R package tm is the most developed package for managing text documents

(Feinerer, I. and Hornik, K. (2014), Feinerer, I. et al. (2014)).
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Results

The proposed methods will be compared in terms of their performance with training data, validation

data and test data. A Table similar to Table 1 will display the results. Only those methods that have

the smallest validation error rates will be used to get test error rates. Other validation measures

and indicators such as the confusion matrix or the recall will be also analyzed.

Table 1: Validation and test error rates of the proposed classifiers.

Method Error rates
Validation error rate Test error rate

kNN x% ?
Rand.For. x% ?

Discussion/Conclusion

The main objective of this work is to develop a statistical classification method to automatically

classify products based on summaries of their product descriptions. Further goals include to propose

an extended hierarchical model which classifies products into hierarchical categories and to propose

a dynamic extension of the classifier to identify new categories. This project is in collaboration with

the company Clavis Insight, which is providing us with data (http://clavisinsight.com/).
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Abstract: Obtaining an accurate predictive model of natural death is crucial to capturing changes in late-

life mortality, which have implications for governments and insurance companies, e.g. when quantifying

longevity for pensions. Many insurance and pension datasets however often come with scarce information

at relevant parts of the lifetime distribution. Censoring is another potential issue, especially for longitudinal

data. Common approaches for the estimation of functionals of survival then rely on some choice of a

smoothing (a moving average in many cases) or a nonparametric (Kaplan-Meier) technique. We explore

the academic question of the feasibility and reliability of a parametric model of late-life survival for its

application to such data features.

Introduction

Survival analyses for pension products typically focus on late-life features (e.g. the population

survival function or a smooth representation of its mortality rates), and studies are usually involved

with lifetime ranges that start beyond the age of retirement. Modelling approaches must thus

be robust to the fast decreasing amount of information available late on. Applying tools such as

polynomial regression or nonparametric techniques, e.g. a moving average or a spline, in order to

obtain a smooth representation of the functional of the population survival will not allow for model-

based, interpretable comparisons with other datasets. (Similar problems may also be found in other

insurance applications.) For this reason, parametric models of late-life survival are often desired that

would adequately reflect the unknown underlying distribution. One such model that we consider

here is due to Bebbington et al (2014). We are also interested in its feasibility in the presence of

censoring.

Method

We carry out both Monte Carlo and bootstrapped (nonlinear least squares) fit analyses from life

tables in order to assess the feasibility and reliability of a number of classical and recent lifetime

distribution models. Parametric maximum likelihood estimation for longitudinal data with censoring

is also explored.
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Results

Our results demonstrate that the recent late-life model from Bebbington et al is well-suited for a

parametric approach to late-life modelling (Figure 1), but that the specific methodology used for

model fitting should be chosen carefully.

Figure 1: Left: fits to real mortality rates, obtained from nonparametric (moving averages) and para-
metric (Bebbington) techniques. Right: Monte Carlo analysis of bias, variance and MSE comparing
parametric and nonparametric (Kaplan-Meier and Nelson-Aalen) estimations of the true survival
function from simulated Makeham data, at 0% (top), 30% and 60% (bottom) of censoring.

Conclusion

Parametric modelling of functionals of human lifetime distributions, especially for late life, can be

e↵ective and versatile. Our results however emphasize that caution needs to be taken when analysing

typical insurance and pension datasets.
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Abstract: The standard of care for cancer in Ireland has improved and diversified in recent years with the

increased use of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) in imaging a range of diseases, such as lung tumours

and lymphomas. This allows us to integrate novel, patient-adaptive quantitation of prognostic factors into

therapy planning and management. We consider the regularisation of a nonlinear model of the spatial PET

tracer uptake distribution that was successfully applied to sarcoma studies. This technical improvement is

aimed to homogenise tumour heterogeneity characterisation, and render the approach applicable to more

cancer studies and imaging modalities for routine practice.

Introduction

Intra-tumoural uptake heterogeneity in PET with 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) has been associated

with patient treatment outcomes in several cancer types (Eary et al (2014), Hatt et al (2015)). Tex-

ture analysis is a promising method for its characterisation, and may provide important information

about tumour biology and patient prognosis, yielding objective quantitation that correlates with

standard prognosis in many cases. We model the spatial PET uptake characteristics to capture and

analyse spatial variations within a three-dimensional tubular representation, whose prognostic value

has been established based on a cohort of 185 PET studies from sarcoma patients treated over a

15-year period (O’Sullivan et al (2011)).

Method

The original imaging data (z,x) 2 R4 consisting of uptake z and 3D coordinates x is first projected

and resampled into (z,x

0
) along its principal components so as to align the tumour volume according

to its direction of maximum spread. The corresponding tubular coordinates (z,x

0
) 7! (z, r,�, h)

are then used in a nonlinear radial uptake profile �(.; ✓) where ✓ includes tumour spine coordinates,

as well as voxel-specific amplitude, phase and scale of metabolic development. This uptake model

undergoes regularised Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation with a penalty on second-order spatial
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variations in order to minimise

kz � �(z, r,�, h; ✓)k2
2 + �k��(z, r,�, h; ✓)k2

2

where smoothing parameter � is controlled via generalised cross-validation. Intratumoural hetere-

geneity is then defined as an R

2 measure of fit.

Results

This regularised methodology is implemented for retrospective evaluation of texture-based hetero-

geneity in static FDG uptake for sarcoma and lung cancers. Our results demonstrate that this

assessment can be acquired for routine clinical studies at CUH. This preliminary study also indicates

that the characterisation of heterogeneity and other features of tumour development correlates with

patient outcome.

Conclusion

This technique can be implemented in an Irish clinical setting to provide additional assessment

opportunities. The fully-adaptive fitting procedure requires only a rough geometrical initial volume

of interest (i.e. ellipsoidal or cylindrical) and automatically integrates automatic tumour delineation

in the statistical analysis.
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